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- 1.0 INTRO)TCTION

Pallen-Johnson Associates, Inc. has performed a detailed reliability analysis

of the Type AN/GRN-27(V) Instrument Landing System (ILS) or Type II ILS manu-

factured by Texas Instruments, Inc. This system is commonly designated theU

GRN-27, which will also be used in this report. The system transmits signals

which provide landing guidance for approaching aircraft. The reliability

analysis was performed to determine the probability of radiation of a hazard-

ous signal and the probability of a system shutdown during the critical final

stages of a landing. Also, a number of system modifications which could be*1 implemented to improve reliability were evaluated.

The objective of the study was to establish whether the GRN-27 ILS could satis-

fy the reliability guidelines expected to be established by the International

Civil Aviation Organization (lCAO) for an ILS which is to be used during limited

visibility conditions (Category Ill). Those guidelines specify that the prob-

ability of hazardous radiation due to equipment failure should be less than

- 0.5 X 10- 9 for the localizer or the glideslope during any landing sequence and

the probability of localizer or glideslope shutdown should be less than

2.0 X 10-6 during the critical final stages of a landing sequence. Although

these guidelines are not strict requirements, it is likely that the United

States and most other ICAO member nations will attempt to meet them.

The reliability analysis was based upon a study of another system, designated

th- Mark III ILS, which was built using many of the same sub-assemblies con-

tained in the GRN-27 but also incorporates more extensive monitoring and

higher levels of redundancy. Texas Instruments manufactured the Mark III Sys-

Item and performed the reliability study of the system. The analysis consisted

of identifying all the failure modes of each subassembly in the ILS and com-

puting the rate of failure for each mode. The subassembly failure modes were

then considered alone and In combination to determine how the system as a

whole could fall. For each such system failure mode, the probability of fail-

ure was computed. Finally, the probability of hazardous radiation and of a

, (system shutdown were computed. As currently operated, the computed probability

of an undetected hazardous radiation occuring between system checks is

1-
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8.75 X 10-8 for the localizer and approximately 8.7 X 10-8 for all versions of

the glideslope. The probability of a system shutdown is 1.81 X 10- 7 for the

localizer (during a 30 second critical period), and approximately 6.25 X 10
-8

for all versions of the glideslope (for a 15 second period).

Since the GRN-27 ILS as currently operated does not meet the hazardous radiation

guidelines specified above, various changes in the system and/or operating

system have been considered to improve its reliability. A previous effort by

Texas Instruments to produce an ILS suitable for all weather landings resulted

in the Mark III ILS. Only a few of the Mark III systems were produced. Al-

though they satisfy the ICAO reliability guidelines, it would be prohibitively

expensive to modify the GRN-27 units to be the same as the Mark III systems.

Of all the alternatives considered to Improve the reliability of the GRN-27,

one appears to be the most cost-effective. That alternative consists of more

frequent tests for hidden failures. The tests can be performed by introducing

a simulated fault into the monitoring system and determining whether the system

transfers to the standby transmitter. Such a fault could be introduced using

relays which have been built into the monitor channels for that purpose. How-

ever, if it would be desirable to activate these relays from the control tower,

conductors would have to be laid from the ILS equipment shelter to the tower

if none are available. The check would have to be performed approximately once

a day to achieve the level of reliability specified by the ICAO guidelines.

An effort was made to correlate actual field experience with the theoretical

failure calculations. To this end the facility maintenance logs from sixty-

nine GRN-27 facilities for the calendar year 1981 were analyzed and the un-

scheduled outages recorded were compared with the theoretical calculations.

The field experience was consistent with the theoretical results. Also, the

recorded outages revealed problem areas in the ILS equipment. Peak detector

failures, in particular, accounted for a relatively large number of outages.

Improvements in the transmitter and removal of the localizer misalignment

detectors could also eliminate some outages.

1-2
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2.0 ILS RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS

Standards and Recommended Practices (SARP's), and guidance material have been

developed by the ICAO for navigation aids, Including ILS. For the purpose of

describing reliability criteria and relating them to different levels of per-

formance, the following ILS facility performance categories are defined

(Reference 1):

Category I - Provides guidance information from the coverage limit

of the ILS to the point at which the localizer course

line Intersects the glide path at a height of 200 feet

or less above the horizontal plane containing the

threshold.

Category II - Provides guidance information from the coverage limit

of the ILS to the point at which the localizer course

line Intersects the glide path at a height of 50 feet

or less above the horizontal plane containing the

threshold.

Category III - With the aid of ancillary equipment where necessary,

provides guidance information from the coverage limit

of the facility to, and along, the surface of the runway.

Each ILS Facility Performance Category has operational objectives as follows

(Reference 1, Attachment C):

Category I - Operation down to 200 feer decision height with a runway

visual range of not less than a value of the order of

2600 feet with a high probability of approach success.

Category II - Operation down to 100 feet decision height and with a

runway visual range of not less than a value of the order

of 1200 feet with a high probability of approach success.
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Category IliA - Operation with no decision height limitation to and along

*1. the surface of the runway with external visual reference

during the final phase of landing and with a runway visual

range of not less than a value of the order of 700 feet.

Category Ii1 - Operation with no decision height limitation to and along

the surface of the runway without reliance on external

visual reference; and, subsequently, taxiing with external

visual reference in a visibility corresponding to a run-

way visual range of not less than a value of the order of

150 feet.

Category IIIC - Operation with no decision height limitation to and along

the surface of the runway and taxiways without reliance on

external visual reference.

These operational objectives are intended for "guidance and clarification" only

and are not part of the ICAO SARP's. However, these objectives are widely

accepted as standards for ILS operation.

Reliability objectives are also specified in Reference 1, Attachment C. The

objectives consist, in part, of the following:

Category II and III

* "...it is of upmost importance that the integrity and continuity

of services of the ground equipment is very high."

* The monitors should be designed to ensure fail safe operation.

2-2
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Category III

* "Reliability of ground equipment must be very high, so as to

ensure that safety during the critical phase of approach and

landing is not Impaired by a ground equipment failure when the

aircraft is at such a height or attitude that it is unable to

take corrective action".

e "One analysis has shown that the continuity of service of an ILS

installation used for Category IiIA operation should be such

that the localizer facility and the glide path facility each

have a MTBF of 4000 hours or more."

Additional reliability objectives specified in reference are also expressed

in general terms.

In an effort to establish more specific reliability objectives for ILS equip-

ment, the All Weather Operations Panel (AWOP) of the ICAO proposed a set of

reliability levels in December of 1982. The levels are specified, in part, in

terms of the probability of hazardous radiation during any one landing (signal

integrity), the probability of a system shutdown during the critical landing

time interval (signal continuity), and mean time between operational outages

(MTBO). Table 2-i shows the proposed requirements for each reliability level

of the localizer or glide path.

Table 2-1

PROPOSED RELIABILITY LEVELSI/
Proposed Probability of Probability of a
Level Hazardous Radiation Shutdown During

Designation in any One Landing Indicated Interval MTBO (hours)

Level 1 Not Defined Not Defined Not Defined

Level 2 1.0 X 10- 6  4.0 X 10- 6 (15 sec) 1000

Level 3 0.5 X 10-  2.0 X 10 (15 sec) 2000

Level 4 0.5 X 10- 9  2.0 X 10-6 (loc-30 sec) 4000 (Ioc)
(gp -15 sec) 2000 (gp)
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These reliability levels are likely to be accepted as general guidelines for

Operational Performance Usage with Level 1 applying to Category I, Level 2 to

Category II, Level 3 to Category lilA, Level 4 to Category 1118 and lif. The

proposed set of levels has not yet been accepted by ICAO. However, acceptance

is expected with few, if any changes.

The following new tentative guidance material, essentially as proposed by AWOP

partially describes the conditions as understood to be applicable to the numbers

proposed in Table 2-1.

9 An integrity failure can occur if radiation of a signal is either un-

recognized by the monitoring equipment or the control circu'ts fail

to remove the faulty signal. Such a failure might constitute a hazard

if it results in a gross error.

* Clearly, not all integrity failures are hazardous in all phases of the

approach. For example, during the final critical stages of the approach,

undetected failures producing gross errors in course width or course

-' line shifts are of special significance, whereas an undetected change

in modulation depth, or loss of localizer and glideslope clearance,

and localizer identification would not necessarily produce a hazardous

situation. The criterion in assessing which failure modes are relevant

must however include all those fault conditions which are not unquestion-

ably obvious but are deleterious to the automatic flight system or the

pilot.

* With regard to integrity, since the probability of occurrence of an un-

safe failure within the monitoring or control equipment is extremely

remote, to establish the required integrity level with a high degree of

confidence would necessitate an evaluation period many times that needed

to establish the equipment MTBF. Such a protracted period is unaccept-

able and therefore the required integrity level can only be predicted

by rigorous design analysis of the equipment.

2-4
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* The MTBF of equipment is governed by basic construction and operating

environment. Equipment design should employ the most suitable engin-

eering techniques, materials and components, and rigorous inspection

should be applied during manufacture. It Is essential to ensure that

equipment is operated within the environmental conditions specified

by the manufacturer. The manufacturer should be requested to provide

the details of the design to enable the MTBF and continuity of service

to be calculated. It is recommended that the equipment MTBF should be

confirmed by evaluation in an operational environment to take account

of the impact of operational factors, i.e., airport environment, In-

clement weather conditions, power availability, quality and frequency

of maintenance, etc. For integrity and continuity of service levels

2, 3 or 4, the evaluation period should be sufficient to determine

achievement of the required level with a high degree of confidence.

Continuity of service performance may be demonstrated by means of

MTBO (Mean Time Between Outages) where an outage is defined as any un-

anticipated cessation of signal-in-space. It is calculated by dividing

the total facility up-time by the number of operational failures. MTPF

and MTBO are not always equivalent, as not all equipment failures will

necessarily result in an outage, eg., an event such as a failure of a

transmitter resulting in the immediate transfer to a standby trans-

mitter. The minimum MTBO values expected for the continuity of service

have been derived from several years of operational experience of many

systems. To determine whether the performance record of an individual

ILS system justifies its assignment to level 2, 3 or 4 requires a

judicious consideration of such factors as:

1) the performance record and experience of system use established

over a suitable period of time;

2) the average achieved MTBO established for this type of ILS; and

3) the trend of failure rates

4 An assigned designation should not be subject to frequent change.
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The GRN-27 ILS was manufactured by Texas Instruments to U.S. Department of

Defense specifications, and has been used mainly for Category II Operations.

A few Mark III ILS units were also manufactured by Texas Instruments. Those

units utilize many of the same subassemblies as the GRN-27 but Incorporate

more extensive monitoring and higher levels of redundancy. The TI Mark III ILS

was built to U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) specifications at a

time when ICAO reliability guidelines were general in nature and long before

the minimums shown in Tabie 2-i were proposed.

With little ICAO guidance, the FAA set reliability requirements on the TI

Mark Ill System with the goal that the use of the ILS would be as safe as a

person can predictably expect to be in day-to-day activities (Reference 2).

Those requirements were as follows: The theoretical probability of a poten-

tially hazardous signal fault, including loss of siqnal, during any 10-second

period for the localizer and any 5-second period for the glide slope, should

not exceed 1.0 X 10- 7 due to equipment failure. The results of a failure

modes, effects and criticality analysis of the TI Mark III ILS show that the

system meets the FAA reliability requirements (Reference 3). As will be shown

in Section 5, the TI Mark III ILS also meets the standards set for all categories

in Table 2-1.

There is currently a requirement to qualify many of the U.S. GRN-27 ILS in-

stallations for Category III operational status. As will be shown In Section

5, as currently operated, the GRN-27 ILS will not meet the Category III re-

liability limits in Table 2-1. Assuming that the standards set In Table 2-1

are adopted, the GRN-27 will either have to be replaced or modified to meet a

these standards.

2-6



;1 3.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The GRN-27 ILS consists of a localizer station which provides horizontal guid-

ance, a glideslope station which provides vertical guidance, and a remote

control unit which displays the system status and provides remote control of

the system. An ILS installation may also include distance measuring equip-

ment (DME) and up to three marker beacons; however, DME and marker beacons are

not included in this analysis, and, therefore, will not be described.

3.1 LOCALIZER

3.1.1 LOCALIZER SIGNAL DESCRIPTION

Each localizer is operated at a station frequency which is selected from the

range of 108.1 to 111.95 MHz. The localizer station radiates signals at two

slightly different frequencies. A course signal, with a carrier frequency

4.75 KHz above the assigned station frequency is radiated in a relatively

narrow beam pattern. The course signal provides guidance on or near the

approach centerline. A clearance signal, with a carrier frequency 4.75 KHz

below the assigned station frequency is radiated at lower power over a larger

sector. This clearance signal provides guidance to the narrow sector centered

on the course centerline where the course signal can be acquired. The ccurse

and clearance beam patterns are depicted in Figure 3-1.

A single detector in an aircraft detects both the course and clearance signals,

responding only to the stronger course signal near the centerline, and res-

ponding only to the clearance signal some distance from the centerline. This

type of operation Is called a two frequency capture-effect system. Both course

.and clearance signals contain 90 and 150 Hz modulation components combined In

the equipment and In the field to produce a predominance of 90 Hz modulation

to the left of the runway centerline and a predominance of 150 Hz modulation

to the right of the centerline (as viewed from the approach end of the runway).

On the centerline the 90 and 150 Hz modulation components are equal in strength.

3-1
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The localizer course and clearance signals are formed using the same technique.

The carrier is modulated by 90 and 150 Hz tones, producing a signal with the

following frequency components: C, C+90, C-90, C+150, C-150; where C Is the

carrier frequency. A signal with all five frequency components, referred to

as carrier plus sidebands or C+SB, Is radiated in a beam with maximum signal

strength on the course centerline, as depicted in Figure 3-1. Another signal

is formed without the carrier frequency, referred to as sidebands only or SBO,

and is radiated in a double beam pattern with a null on the centerline, also

depicted In Figure 3-1.

In the SBO signal, each frequency component in one of the two beams is 180

out of phase with the same frequency components in the other beam. Further,

the signals fed to the antenna elements are adjusted such that C+90 and C-90

signals in the left SBO beam are in phase with those signals in the C+SB,

while the C+150 and C-150 signals in the left SBO beam are 1800 out of

phase with those signals in the C+SB. Therefore, the 90 Hz sidebands in the

C+SB and SBO on the left combine to produce a weaker signal. Similarly, on

the right the 150 Hz sidebands combine to produce a stronger signal than the

combined 90 Hz sidebands.

The differences between the 90 and 150 Hz modulation components Is positive

on one side of the centerline, negative on the other side and increases in

magnitude with angular displacement from the centerline. The difference is

therefore used In aircraft to provide angular guidance. Specifically, air-

borne equipment computes the difference between the two modulation components

divided by the carrier signal level. This computed quantity, called the

difference in depth of modulation (0DM), Is displayed showing the angular

position of the aircraft with respect to the centerline. The airborne equip-
ment also computes the sum of the two modulation components divided by the

carrier signal level, called the sum of depth of modulation (SOM). This is

computed to ensure that the total modulation of the radiated signal is ade-

quate, and, if it is not, an Indicator Is displayed prohibiting use of the

signal for guidance. The RF power level Is similarly monitored to ensure

adequate signal strengths.

3-3



An identification unit, which provides the pilot with Identification of the
• ?i Iocalizer, generates a 1020 Hz Morse Code identification signal which modulates

both the course and clearance carriers.

j 3.1.2 LOCALIZER FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

As indicated in Figure 3-1, the localizer contains two Identical transmitter

systems, either of which can be designated as "main" while the other is "stand-

by". Both transmitters are connected to the changeover and test assembly which

channels signals from the operating transmitter to the antennas via the dis-
tribution circuits. During ordinary operations, the main transmitter provides
the radiated signal while the standby transmitter is off.

The radiated signal is monitored by integral monitors and a far field monitor-

ing system. Integral monitoring is accomplished by sampling the signal In each

of the antenna radiating elements. These signals are transferred to the re-

combining circuits where the signals from all the elements are combined as they

would be combined in space. The combination circuits provide two output sig-

" nals, one which would appear on the centerline, and another which would appear

at a small angular displacement from the centerline. This procedure Is applied

to both the course and clearance antennas producing four signals to be processed:

course (on course), course (sensitivity), clearance (on course), and clearance

(sensitivity).

Each of the recombined signals is sent to a peak detector which provides input

to a pair of monitor channels. Two monitor channels are used for each signal
to enhance the system reliability. All monitor channels compute DDM, SDM, and

RF power level of the Input signal and then check these values against speci-

fied tolerances fur the signal being processed. If any of the computed par-

ameters is out-of-tolerance, an alarm signal is sent to the control unit.

The far field monitoring (FFM) system is located on the extended runway center-

line, typically between 3,000 and 4,000 feet from the approach end of the run-

way. It consists of an antenna and circuitry to detect and relay an alarm (

3-4
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condition. The signal detected by the antenna is divided and sent to two re-

celvers, each of which provide output to a monitor channel. Each monitor

channel computes the DDM, SDM and RF levels and checks these levels against

tolerance limits, as In the Integral monitor system. An out-of-tolerance

condition must persist for a predetermined delay period of 70 to 120 seconds

before the FFM sends an alarm signal to the system central unit. The process-

Ing of the monitor channel outputs as well as the time delay circuitry is In

the FFM combining circuits.

Although the FFM is designed to monitor 0DM, SDM and RF, as currently operated
only an out-of-tolerance DOM can cause a true alarm condition. The tolerance
limits for the SDM test circuitry have been set so wide as to render the 5DM

monitoring ineffective. Further, one of the two FFM monitor channels Is ad-

justed to accept a wide variation in RF levels. Therefore, the transmission

of a signal with incorrect power level will result in a monitor mismatch from

the FFM and not an alarm condition.

The system control unit processes the output from all integral monitoring

system channels as well as the output of the FFM and a temperature alarm. If

both monitor channels which process the same signal produce an alarm, a trans-

fer is effected from the main to the standby transmitter. If the system Is

operating with the standby transmitter when the alarms are received, the system

is shut down. If an alarm condition Is received from the FFM, the system is

shut down independent of which transmitter is operating. A temperature alarm

also causes a system shut down, although it Is possible to configure the

control unit such that a temperature alarm only results In an "abnormal" In-

dication. An alarm from one monitor channel within a pair results in a "mon-

itor mismatch" condition, with no direct effect on the system operation.

3.2 GLIDESLOPE

3.2.1 GLIDESLOPE SYSTEM VARIATIONS

All glideslope systems provide vertical guidance by producing signals with a

predominance of a 90 Hz modulation component above the descent path, and a

3-5
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predominance of a 150 Hz component below. The straight line descent path Is

formed where the modulation components are equal In strength. Aircraft systems

compute DOM to determine the aircraft elevation with respect to the descent

path. The glideslope signal processing performed in an aircraft is essentially

the same as the corresponding localizer signal processing.

The GRN-27 glideslope is manufactured in two versions, one frequency and two

frequency. The one frequency version is so designated because only a course

signal Is radiated while course and clearance signals are both radiated in the

two frequency system. The one frequency system can be configured to generate

one of two course radiation patterns, and depending on the pattern selected,

the installation is designated as a "null reference" or "sideband reference"

system. The selection of glideslope system or configuration to be used at any

given site is generally based on the degree of Irregularity of the terrain in

the aircraft approach area.

The block diagram and radiation patterns for the one frequency glideslope are

shown in Figure 3-2. The null reference vertical radiation pattern is essen-

tially the same as the localizer horizontal pattern. The C+SB signal has a

maximum signal strength on the descent path while the SBO signal has a null on

the path. The relative phasing of the signals is adjusted to produce a pre-

dominance of the 90 Hz modulation component above the descent path, and a pre-

dominance of the 150 Hz component below the descent path. The one frequency
sideband reference system produces less low angle radiation to reduce Inter-

ference caused by reflected radiation from low angle obstacles. In this system,

the C+SB beam is broader and shifted up with respect to the null reference C&SB

beam. This Is accomplished by reducing the height of the lower antenna. Also,

the SBO beam pattern of both configurations has a null on the descent path,

although the lower SBO beam In the sideband reference system has Its angle of

maximum signal shifted up and has lower power than the corresponding null refer-

ence beam. This Is accomplished by Introducing an SBO signal to the lower an-

tenna which is out of phase with the signal to the upper antenna, and by re-

ducing the height of the upper antenna as well as the lower antenna.

The two frequency glideslope block diagram and radiation pattern In shown In

Figure 3-3. This system differs from the one frequency system in that a clear-

ance signal Is radiated and three antennas are used. By using the middle and
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Af lower antennas for the C&SB signal, the C&SB beam Is made narrower with a max-

Imum above the descent path. All three antennas are used for the SBO signal,

making the lower SBO beam narrower and shifted further up than in the sldeband

reference system. Because of this reduction in course radiation at the lower

angle, a clearance signal is radiated to provide fly up guidance below the

course signal.

3.2.2 GLIDESLOPE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

Both glideslope systems are similar to the localizer in the use of a main and

a standby transmitter, changeover and test panel, Integral monitoring, re-

combination circuits, redundant monitor channels and a control unit. The

glideslope systems utilize a near field monitor, however, as opposed to the

far field monitor used with the localizer. A near field monitor alarm is de-

layed by two seconds before the glideslope is shut down. Other monitoring is

essentially the same for the glideslope as for the localizer. The transfer

and shutdown operation of the control unit is also essentially the same as

that of the localizer control unit.

4.. The one frequency glideslope transmitter systems do not include clearance

transmitters,obviating the need for clearance monitoring equipment. In the

null reference configuration, the SBO signal is channelled through th( change-

over and test panel to the upper antenna, while the C+SB signal is channelled

to the lower antenna. In the sideband reference configuration, the distrib-

ution circu.its are used to direct SBO to the upper antenna and SBO as well as

C+SB to the lower antenna. The magnitude and phases of the SBO signals to the

upper and lower antenna are set so that on the descent path the two signals

-cancel, producing an SBO null in the radiation pattern.

The two frequency glideslope transmitter system contains a clearance trans-

mitter. All signals from the transmitter are sent to the antenna via the dis-

tribution circuits. In the distribution circuits phases and amplitudes are

adjusted, after whlch signals are combined and sent to each antenna. The SBO

signal from the middle antenna is zero on the descent path while the SBO sig-

nals from the upper and lower antenna cancel on the descent path, resulting

b In a total SBO null on the descent path.
~3-8
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3.3 REMOTE CONTROL/MONITOR PANEL

The remote control/monitor panel receives and displays :tatus information

from the localizer and glfdeslope and allows remote control of transmitter

selection. A separate control-indicator module is used for each localizer

and each glideslope system installed. Each control-indicator module has the

following four indicator lamps:

Main - indicates that the main transmitter is operating

Standby - indicates that the standby transmitter is operating

Off - indicates system is off

Abnormal - indicates abnormal condition, for example, monitor

mismatch.

In addition to the indicator lamps, there are the following two switches on

the control-indicator module:

Cycle - momemtary contact switch which causes the transmitters

to cycle one step In a main-off-standby-off-main-etc.

sequence each time the cycle switch is actuated.

Silence silences an alarm buzzer which sounds when an abnormal

condition or intercom call is initiated.

3-10
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4.0 FAILURE ANALYSIS

4.1 SPEWlFI W ORJECTIVES

This analysis provides the calculation of three types of failures of the ra-

diated ILS signal:

1. Faulty Signal - a radiated signal which is out-of-tolerance with

respect to one or more of its monitored parameters, except for the

identification component.

2. Hazardous Siqnal - a si jnal which is out-of-tolerance with respect

to on-course DFr)D and/or sensitivity, thus resultinn in a potentially

hazardous situation.

3. Total loss of signal, or shutlown of the localizer and/or glideslope

stat ion(s)

In the computation -f a faulty sional, it vould be desirable to compute the

probabilitv that .iny liven narameter will exceed the tolerance limits set

within the monitor channels for that parameter. However, it is virtually im-

possible to compute such a probability since it would be necessary to know the

probability of every failure mode or degree of failure for each electronic

component in the system. Such data is not available. Further, even if the

data were avail -blo, the consideration of all piecepart failure modes would

be far beyond the scope of this effort. Therefore, it has been assumed that

any piece-part failure or combination of failures which could significantly

degrade the radiated signal would, upon failure, produce an out-of-tolerance

condition. The results presented in Reference 3 on the Mark III System imply

that the same fundamental procedure was used in that study.

The basic ILS siqnal parameters which are monitored to ensure signal integrity

are the following:

4-1
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, o on-course DDM

o on-course SDM

o on-course RF power

o course width (sensitivity)

o clearance DDM (localizer and two frequency glideslope only)

A signal for which any one of these parameters exceeds its tolerance is con-

sidered faulty. However, only signals with an incorrect on course ')DH and/or

course width would create a potentially hazardous situation. An incorrect

on-course DOM could be the result of a shift of the centerline or the complete

loss of the centerline. An incorrect course width would be the result of a

signal producing zero, or very small, DMO everywhere. These failures must be

considered hazardous.

The guidance provided by an ILS is not very sensitive to moderate changes in

on-course SDM. In addition, the width monitor will indirectly monitor and

prevent excessive SDM changes. Also, if the SDM level falls below an accept-

able minimum, a flag appears in airborne ILS receivers indicating that the

signal should not be used. Similarly, airborne receivers monitor RF power

level, displaying a flag when the signal is not usable. Therefore, these pai-

ameters are not considered critical. With regard io the t. 'rance sJ'nal, it

is assumed that the critical portion of the landing seq, ' e occurs in the

final stages before touchdown during which the aircraft would be within the

course signal. It is therefore assumed that a faulty clearance signal Is not

hazardous.

4.2 GENERAL APPROACH

All failure calculations were first performed for the GRN-27 as it Is currently

configured and operated. A number of possible changes In critical operating

procedures and equipment were then considered to determine the most cost-

effective method of Improving the system reliability.

(The reliability analysis in this study is based on the procedure used in the

Mark III FMECA (Reference 3), modified to reflect the difference between the

4-2
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Mark Ill and GRN-27 equipment and operating procedure. Briefly, all possible

subsystem failure modes having a direct effect on the system operational status

are determined from a functional block diagram of the system. The failure rate

for each failure mode is then computed from the total failure rate of all piece-

part components contributing to that mode within the specific subsystem. The

various system failure probabilities are computed using equations which reflect

the combinations and sequences of events which must occur to generate the

corresponding failure effects. All events and combinations of events which con-

tribute significantly to the radiation of a faulty signal or station shutdown

are included in the equations. Many failure modes involving multiple indepen-

dent failures were not included in the computation since their probability of

occurrence could be estimated to be negligible.

In this study, the failure modes and rates given in Reference 3 were used un-

less differences between the GRN-27 and Mark III systems necessitated modifi-

catfors, or unless an oversight or need for refinement of procedures was dis-

covered in the 'ark III study. The significant changes made are explained in

the fol lowing section.

In the Mark Ill study, part failure rates were derived using RAnC Reliability

Notebook, Volume It (Reference 5). For the subassemblies with failure rates

requiring revision for this study, failure modes were determined and failure

rates calculated following the methodology of the Mark III FMECA. Part failure

rates were derived using MIL-HDBK-217,, Military Standardization Handbook,

Reliability Predictions of Electronic Equipment (Reference 4). Assumptions

made for the part failure rate analysis are the same as those used in the

Mark III study:

1. Equipment ambient temperature is 250 C.

2. Environment is "ground fixed"

4-3
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4.3 MODIFICATIONS OF THE FAILURE ANALYSIS MADE FOR THIS STUDY

4.3.1 RECOMPUTED FAILURE RATES

The only subassemblies for which component failure rates had to be completely

redone due to differences between the GRN-27 and Mark III systems were the

control unit and the far field monitor combining circuits. These subsystems

are completely different for the two types of equipment, requiring recalcu-

lation of failure rates and reassessment and redefinition of failure modes, to

reflect structural differences. Also, combination of DDM, SOM and RF alarms

from a single monitor channel is done in the control unit in the Mark III system,

but is done in the monitors in the GRN-27. The monitor failure rates have been

revised to include the failure rate for the logic circuitry which does this

combining.

As will be discussed in Section 5, the course width failure rate is the single

determining factor in the hazardous signal probability. Therefore, it was

analyzed in detail and recomputed completely.

The analysis revealed that only a faulty SBO signal could affect the course

width while leaving the on-course signal unperturbed. This is the result of

the fact that the SBO signal has zero amplitude on course for all systems (see

Section 3). Therefore, any fault which could alter the SBO signal before it

is mixed with the C&SB signal could affect the course width. Such faults could

occur in the modulator and changeover and test circuits in all systems, and in

the distribution circuits of the localizer. The failure rates for failures re-

sulting in a faulty signalwerecomputed and used to compute the probability of

a faulty course width.

This, in effect, is a refinement of the procedure in the Mark III FMECA, where

the failure rate given for transmission of a faulty course width Includes

failures that would affect the on-course signal, and would, therefore, be de-

tected by monitors other than the course width monitors.

4
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4.3.2 REFORMULATED PROBABILITY EQUATIONS

The differences between the Mark (i( and GRN-27 systems which contribute most

to the difference in reliability are the levels of redundancy in the monitor-

ing and control systems. The probability equations for the Mark III system in

Reference 3 were reformulated to reflect these differences, as itemized below:

1. There is no redundancy in the GRN-27 control unit. This is the single

most important difference in the reliability between the GRN-27 and

the Mark Ill system. Squared terms in the equations for the Mark III

system are replaced throughout by linear terms, with a corresponding

large increase in failure probability.

2. The GRN-27 has two monitor channels for each monitored parameter versus

three in the Mark III system. The integral monitor factor in the

probability equations is no longer squared, but becomes linear, only if

landings are allowed with a monitor mismatch condition.

3. The GRN-27 has only one peak detector for each pair of integral monitor

-4 rhannels, whereas each monitor channel has a corresponding peak detec-

tor in the Mark III system. This difference is only critical with

respect to shutdown probabilities, since the probability that a peak

detector will fail in such a way as to simulate a signal that is in

tolerance with respect to all parameters is negligible.

4. In the Mark III system, the standby transmitter is on, with its signal

monitored and fed into dummy loads. The standby transmitter is off in

the GRN-27, and therefore cannot be monitored. This increases the

probability of hidden failure in the standby transmitter by removing

the factors representing the standby monitoring from the Mark III

equations.

5. The far field monitor has three monitor channels in the Mark III system,

heversus two in the GRN-27. The equations were revised to reflect this.
I This difference is not highly critical to the total probability of a

faulty or hazardous signal, since far field monitoring appears In the

4-5
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equations as an additional redundancy to the integral monitoring,

making the term In which it occurs, the course DOM term, much smaller

than the terms representing parameters not monitored by the far field

montlor.

6. The GRN-27 has no near field monitoring of the localizer signal. The

equations were revised to reflect this, but for reasons similar to

those discussed above for the far field monitor, this has no great

effect on the total probability.

7. The glideslope antenna tower misalignment detector alarm does not cause

a shutdown in the GRN-27, bui only causes the "abnormal" indicator to

light on the remote control panel. The probability equations were mod-

ified accordingly.

B. In the GRN-27 the near field monitor of the glideslope does not send

an alarm, but only an abnormal indication, if RF power is out of toler-

ance. This factor was added to the corresponding Mark III equation.

9. A failure in the DC/DC converters causes an alarm in Mark Ill but not

in the GRN-27. Therefore, a converter failure could remain undetected

Jin the GRN-27 until a maintenance check of the power supply. Limited

testing of the GRN-27 power supply is performed every month, and it is

assumed that a converter failure would be detected during this testing.

The maximum duration of an undetected converter failure is approximately

720 hours. This value was used in the computation of the GRN-27 power

supply failure probability. This revision results in only a negligible

increase In the total shutdown probability.

10. A localizer antenna misalignment detector (MAD) is used with the GRN-27

and not with the Mark Ill. This detector is designed to shut the system

down upon detection of an antenna misalignment. The MAD unit has only

a negligible effect on the course signal integrity, however, it does

affect the shutdown probability. Shutdown can result from a MAD systemAi failure or from the detection of an antenna misalignment. Since data
was unavailable on the mercury switches used In the MAD systems, it

was not possible to compute the effect of a MAD fallure on the shutdown

4-6



probability. Also, since the probability of an antenna misalignment

is unknown, its effect on the shutdown probability was not computed.

11. The generation of an erroneous signal Inhibiting the monitors does

not lead to shutdown in the GRN-27, as It does in the Mark III syste-,

The corresponding terms were therefore deleted from the total shutdown

probability.

Other differences between the GPN-7 and Mark If( System were examined during

the failure analysis and found to make no contribution to the failure calcu-

lations. These include a redundant battery charger in the Mark III system,

three far field monitor antenna/receiver systems in the Mark II system vs. one

in the GRN-27, and DDM alarms for both Category II and Category Ill tolerance

in the Mark Ill.

Other changes in the Mark Ill system probability equations were required to

correct errors in the methodology used for that system. These changes are

described below:

In order for a faulty or hazardous signal to be undetected, all

monitoring of the affected parameter(s) must fall before the corres-

pondinq tailure in the transmitter occurs. To reflect this, a con-

ditional probability factor must be added to the relevant probability

equation. Taking this factor into account generally has the effect

of increasing the calculated reliability by several orders of magni-

tude. The addition of these conditional factors is the single most

important difference in methodology between this study and the Mark III

*FMECA.

2. According to our analysis, it is highly Improbable that a faulty on-

course SDM signal could be radiated without causing an alarm from the

sensitivity monitors. Therefore, the failure rate for the sensitivity

monitors has been added to the monitoring factor In the equation for

the probability of an undetected faulty SOM signal.
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3. In the Mark III FMECA, there are no terms in the relevant equations

expressing the probability of a failure of the control unit to process

a far field monitor alarm. Such a term has been added to the relevant

equations in this study.

4. In the shutdown probability equations, the factor representing failures

in the main transmitter causing a transfer has been replaced by a factor

representing both failures in the main transmitter causing a transfer

and failures in the control unit capable of causing a spontaneous

transfer.

5. The localizer far field monitor and glideslope antenna misalignment

detector alarms are delayed 70 and 135 seconds, respectively. During

these intervals, the localizer DE[ signal could be out of tolerance at

the far field, or the glideslope signal could be faulty due to antenna

misalignment, without being detected in either case. Terms expressing

these probabilities have been added to the relevant equations.

4.4 VARIABLE FACTORS AFFECTING SYSTEM RELIABILITY BEHAVIOUR

4.4.1 EFFECTS OF OPERATING PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT CHANGES

A monitor mismatch on any pair of integral monitor channels is equivalent to a

loss of redundancy In the monitoring. For example, If there Is a monitor mis-

match from the course monitor channels, a single hdden failure in the remain-

Ing course monitor would result in the undetected loss of integral monitoring

of all on-course parameters. Since there is a significant difference in re-

liability between an operating procedure allowing landings with a monitor

mismatch condition present and an operating procedure requiring matching non-

alarm signals from all pairs of monitor channels, we have calculated the

failure probabilities for both cases. Thus the number of matching monitors

appears as a variable In the probability equations. For the GRN-27, the only

'I indication of a monitor mismatch on the remote control panel Is the lighting

of the "abnormal" indicator light. Therefore, the reliability of an ILS for

a particular category of operation could be enhanced if the system were down-
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graded from that category when the remote abnormal light is on. Other faults

which would also cause an abnormal indication (and no other indication) include:

o Primary AC power failure

o Battery charger failure

o Equipment cabinet temperature out of limits (optional)

o Glideslope misalignment detector alarm

o Localizer far field abnormal condition

Introducing a faulty signal into the various monitors and observing the proper

system response verifies the integrity of the monitor and control unit alarm

processing. Since this is a part of the periodic maintenance routine, the

maintenance interval between such checks is a determining factor in the prob-

ability of a faulty or hazardous signal being undetected. This is reflected in

the probability equations in Table C-I and D-1. Current operating requirements

for the GRN-27 specify a check of the monitors and control unit once every week.

Therefcre, a 168 hour maintenance interval was used to calculate the probabil-

ities in the base case. The probabilities of faulty and hazardous radiation

were also calculated for other maintenance intervals (see Section 9. 4).

Hazardous signal probability as a function of maintenance interval was calcu-

lated (Figure 5.1) and analyzed to determine the frequency of maintenance checks

necessary to achieve the proposed hazardous signal probability limits of

0.5 X 10-9 for localizer and glideslope, respectively.

The possibility of installing an automatic test circuit that would be capable

of simulating faulty signals into the sensitivity monitors was investigated.

This test circuit is discussed in Section 7.

Calculations were also performed to determine the effect of a system which

would provide a remote indication of a far field monitor alarm during the

70 second delay period.

With this system in place, the corresponding far field monitor delay terms can

be dropped from the probability equations; which, however, result In only a

negligible increase in equipment reliability.
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4.4.2 CRITICAL LANDING TIME

The probability of system shutdown within a specified landing time Is a function

of the time Interval chosen. Based upon the consideration given in Section 2,

shutdown probabilities were calculated for various critical landing times

(Table 5.2). For the purpose of calculating a base case in Tables C-2 and 0-2,

critical Intervals of 30 seconds and 15 seconds were used for the localizer and

glideslope, respectively. This means that the base case presented Is also the

"worst case", with respect to shutdown probabilities, among the various critical

Intervals of interest.

4.4.3 ARBITRARY FACTORS

Two terms in the probability calculations involve probabilities that cannot be

calculated in terms of equipment failure. These probabilities are: 1) the

probability that the ILS signal will be faulty with respect to DOM tolerance at

the far field only due to external runway disturbances during the critical phase

of a landing, and 2) the probability that the glideslope antenna tower will be-

come misaligned within the preventive maintenance interval. To avoid introducing

extraneous assumptions into the result, we have set both these factors to zero in

the base case. Assessment of the impact of these factors is made in Section 5.3.4.

Ii
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5.0 RESULTS

5.1 FAILURE MODES, RATES AND EQUATIONS

All of the failure modes, failure rates and probability equations relevant

to this study are contained in Appendices A through D. The data in these

appendices have been used to compute the results contained in this section,

and could be used to compute failure probabilities for other operating con-

ditions or equipment configurations.

Appendices A and B contain subassembly (e.g. transmitter, control unit, etc.)

failure modes and rates for the localizer and glideslope respectively. The

first entry in the tables is the name of the subassembly and an identifying

number. The ID number is used as the first subscript on a set of variables

(lambdas) which are used to represent the failure rates in failure probability

equations. A brief description of the function performed by each listed sub-

assembly is contained in the third column.

The fourth, fifth and sixth columns contain the failure modes, the effect of

each failure mode on the system and rate of failure for each mode. Each fail-

Iure mode represents piecepart failures which could cause or contribute to

that mode. The failure rates presented in column six represent a worst case

since total piecepart failure rates are used even though a piecepart may have

failure modes which do not contribute to the subassembly failure mode considered.

The failure modes within a subassembly are Identified by a letter. In many

cases, failure modes will small differences between them are categorized under

one failure mode. These variations within a failure mode are identified by a

number appended to the letter designating the overall mode. The letter or

letter and number combination are used as subscripts, following the subassembly

ID subscript, to identify the particular failure rate.

As indicated previously, most of the modes and rates used for this study are

the same as those used in the Mark III FMECA. Failure rates In Appendices A

and B which are different from the corresponding rates In the Mark III FMECA

5-1
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are identified by an asterisk on the failure rate variable. Failure rates

for failure modes which were not included in the Mark Ill FMECA are identified

by a double asterisk. Many failure modes listed in the Mark III FMECA are

not included in this analysis either because the mode does not exist in the

GRN-27, or, to affect the signal, the mode must occur concurrently with two

or more other modes, such occurrence being improbable.

Appendices C and D contain the faulty signal and shutdown probability calcu-

lations for the localizer and glideslope, respectively. For each type of

faulty signal considered, an equation is presented representing the failure

modes, combinations of failure modes, and sequences of failure modes which

must occur to produce that faulty signal. The values of the variables in the

probability equations are preser;ed and used in two example calculations. One

calculation is shown assuming landings would not be allowed after a monitor

mismatch. Also, a one week maintenance interval has been assumed in all

example calculations.

The shutdown probability calculations are shown in Tables C-2 and D-2 for the

localizer and glideslope respectively. These results apply to a system which

is operating on the main transmitter at the beginning of the critical landing

period. The shutdown calculations are separated into single failures result-

ing in shutdown, and various categories of failure combinations, including

a failure causing a transfer to standby, then a failure causing shutdown.

As was done for the faulty signal probabilities, shutdown probability equa-

tions are presented along with the value of all variables in each equation.

Example calculations were also shown, using a critical time of thirty seconds

for the localizer and 15 seconds for the glideslope.

5.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Table 5.1 contains a summary of the results of the reliability analysis, giving

the reliability of the GRN-27 for various combinations of operating procedures

and critical landing intervals. The headings divide the body of the table

into four columns, each of which corresponds to the set of operating proced-

ures specified by the headings above it. Assumptions regarding critical

landing times affect shutdown probabilities only and, therefore, are shown

in the shutdown section of the table.
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The probabilities shown in Table 5.1 do not take into consideration external

runway disturbances which can degrade the radiated signal. Also, the poss-

ibility of antenna support misalignment for either the localizer or glide-

slope are not included In the tabulated results. The faulty signal and

shutdown probability equations in Appendices C and D contain terms which

include the probabilities of runway disturbances or misalignment. However,

since these probabilities are unknown, the results in Table 5.2 were computed

assuming these probabilities to be zero.

The faulty signal probabilities shown are worst case values. Each is the

sum of probabilities of different types of faulty signal (e.g. faulty DDM,

SDM, RF, etc.) and the failure rates for certain control unit, monitor and

transmitter failure modes are included in more than one term contributing to

the total.

The shutdown probability is primarily determined by the probability of single

part failures causing shutdown during the critical time interval. Therefore,

the shutdown probability Is essentially directly proportional to the critical

time, as can be verified from Table 5.1.

Results are presented for critical time intervals of 30, 15 and 10 seconds

for the localizer, and 15 and 5 seconds for the glideslope. The 30 and 15

second results can be used to determine whether the proposed ICAO reliability

standards can be met, while the 10 and S second results can be used to compare

against the results of previous analyses, such as the Mark III FMECA.

All the results in Table 5.1 assume the system is operating on the main trans-

mitter before a landing attempt is allowed. If either the localizer or

glideslope is operating with the standby transmitter, single transmitter com-

ponent failures could cause a shutdown of the station. For the localizer,

the total failure rate for single failures in the transmitter that would cause

a shutdown when operating on standby is 83.11 X 10- . The corresponding

figure for the glldeslope is 36.01 X 10- 6 . Adding these to the respective

totals for single failures causing shutdown (pages C-16 and D-16), and re-
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moving the probabilities for failure modes that cannot occur when operating

on standby, gives the following probabilities of shutdown:

Localizer (30 second interval) 8.65 X 10
- 7

Glideslope (15 second Interval) 2.07 X 10
- 7

A- noted with respect to Table 5.1, shutdown probabilities are essentially

independent of maintenance interval and whether operation is allowed with a

monitor mismatch.

Hazardous signal probability is the same whether operation is with the main

or standby transmitter.

.3 SAMPLE DETAILED RESULTS

Each faulty signal probability listed in Table 5.1 is the sum of the probabil-

ities of a number of different types of faulty signal (ODM, SnM, etc.).

SiiOkirly, the shutdown probabilities are the sum of the probabilities of a

number of different shutdown modes. To show how the results in Table 5.1 were

obtained, it is useful to list detailed failure probabilities for a few of the

cases in the table. The cases selected involve the localizer and two frequency

jlideslope, a one-week interval between system checks, and 30 and 15 second

critical landing intervals for the localizer and glfdeslope respectively.

Separate results are presented assuming landings are allowed with a monitor

mismatch and assuming landings are not allowed with a mismatch. These are

the oases for which calculations were performed in Appendices C and D.

Table 5.2 contains the detailed results assuming landings would be allowed

with a monitor mismatch (referred to as the base case In the Appendices).

This corresponds to the current configuration and operation of the system.

The precise definition of each of the probabilities is contained in Appen-

(dices C and D.
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Table 5.2 Base Case Failure Probability

A. Localizer Faulty Signal Probability

1. PCSEDDM : 2.023 X 10-12

2. PCSESDM : 9.918 X 10- 7

3. PCSER F  : 1.095 X 106

4. PSEN 8.753 X 10- 8

5. PCL 1.133 X 10- 6

6. PFF 0

3.308 X 10
- 6

B. Glideslope Faulty Signal Probability

1. PCSEDDM : 9.001 x 10-13

2. PCSEsDM : 7.548 X 10- 7

3. PCSE 7.331 X 10- 7PSRF :

4. PSEN : 8.676 X 10-8

5. PCL 7.522 X 10- 7

.5. PATM 0
2.326 X 10 6

'I



Table 5.2 Base Case Failure Probability (continued)

C. Localizer Shutdown Probability

1. p 1.711 X 10-

2. P AB 4.988 X 10-13

3. PAC 8.461 X 10- 12

4. P STYCE1.305 X 10-

5. P STBY SEN 2.536 X 10 1

6. P5 8 .TYC 6.391 X 10-10

7. P TYI 1.136 X 10-

8. P STBY 5.071 X 10-

9. P CONV 5920 X 10

10. pCEI 3.341 X 10 1

11 P SEN 1.289 X10

* 12. PCL 2.947 X 10-l1

13. P FF 4.536 X 1-1

1.813 X 10-



Table 5.2 Base Case Failure Probability (continued)

D. Glideslope Shutdown Probability

1. P s 6.395 X 10-8

2. P AB 2.453 X 1-1

3. PA 4.075 X 10-12

4. PSTYS 2.167 X 1-1

5. P STBY SEN 1.082 X 1-1

6. P 539X1-1
STBY CL539 X

7. P STBY .4.983 X 10-l1

8. P CONV 1.306 X 10-l1

9. PCS 1.168 X iolo

10 P SEN 6.445 X 1-1

11. PC 1.233 X 10-l1

12. P NF 1.052 X 10 1

6.538 X108



Table 5.2 Base Case Failure Probability (continued)

E. Summary

Faulty Signal Probability

Local izer 3.308 X 1

Glideslope 2.326 X 10-6

Shutdown Probability

Local izer 1.813 X 10-

Gl ideslope 6.538 X 108
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For both the localizer and glideslope, the on-course DDM fault probability is

several orders of magnitude smaller than the other non-zero terms. This is

the result of the added redundancy in the monitoring represented by the far-

field monitor and its independent processing in the control unit.

Although the hazardous signal probabilities are not specifically listed in

Table 5.2, they are the same as the probabilities of a signal with faulty

sensitivity. A hazardous signal can result from a faulty on-course flDM or a

faulty sensitivity, and, since the on-course DDM fault probability is so small,

the sum of these two terms is equal to the faulty sensitivity probability.

From Table 5.2, Sections C and 1), it can be seen that the shutdown probabil-

ities are dominated by the probability of a single failure causing a shutdown

(F s). This is to be expected since the probability of multiple failures is

the product of the individual probabilities, generally resulting in a low

value.

Table 5.3 contains detailed results for the same case with the exception that

it is assumed that the landings would not be allowed with a monitor mismatch.

Since the remote control panel indication of a monitor mismatch is the light-

Ing of an "abnormal" indicator, the reliability values shown in Table 5.3 can

be achieved if ILS use is not allowed when there is an "abnormal" indication.

Table 5.3 can be compared with Table 5.2 to show the improvement in relia-

bility over the base case made by not allowing landings with a monitor mismatch

condition. A comparison of the tables indicate that the faulty signal proba-

bilities are significantly reduced by preventing landings during a monitor

mismatch. However, the shutdown probabilities are not significantly affected.

5-10
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Table 5.3 Base Case Probabilities With Landings

Not Allowed with a Monitor Mismatch

A. Localizer Faulty Signal Probability

1. P SE 4.667 x 10- 6

2. P CSE SDM 3.082 X 10-8

3. PCSE RF 3.553 x ic08

4. P SEN 1.534 X 10-8

5. PC 3.551 X 108

6. PF 0

1.172 X 10-

B. Glideslope Faulty Signal Probability

el 1. SE 1.370 X 10-15
0DM

2. P S 2.899 X 10-8

3. P SE 3.917 X10 1o4

4. PSEN 1.525 x 10o

5. P C 3.363 X10 i8

6. P ATM 0

7.788 X 10-8
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Table 5.3 Base Case Probabilities With Landings, Not Allowed

with a Monitor Mismatch (Continued)

I1

C. Localizer Shutdown Probability

I7
1. PS : 1.711 X 1o-

2. PAB 4.988 X I0 1

3. PAC 8.461 X I0 1

4. PSTBY : 1.305 X 10-

5. PSTBYsEN: 2.536 X 10 "l1

6. PSTBY 6.391 X 10"I0

7. PSTBYID 1.136 X 10 9

8. PSTBY 5.071 X 10-9

9. PCONV 5.920 X 10- l O

10. P CSE/ID 1.657 X l0 14

ll. PSEN 6.394 X 10 15

12. :CL 1.461 X 10-14

13. PFF 2.250 X lo-14

1.801 X 10- 7

"I5 1
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Table 5.3 Base Case Probabilities With Landings Not Allowed

with a Monitor Mismatch (Continued)

D. Glideslope Shutdown Probability

1. P5S 6.395 X 10-8

2. P AB 2.453 X 1 i14

3. P AC 475 X 10l

4. p TYS 2.167 X 10 1

5. PSTBYSEN ~ 1.082 X 10-l1

6. P 539X1 1

STBYCL539Xil

7. P STBY 4.983 X 1-1

8. PCN 1.306 X 10 l1

S'CE2.897 X 1-1

10 P E 1.598 X 10-15

11 P CL 3.058 X105

12. P NF 2.609 X105

6.497 X 10-
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Table 5.3 Base Case Probabilities With Landings Not Allowed

with a Monitor Mismatch (Continued)

E. Summiary

Faulty Signal Probability

Localizer 1.172 X 10-7

Glideslope 7.788 X 10-8

Shutdown Probability

Localizer 1.801 X 10O

Glideslope 6.497 X 1-
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5.4 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE CYCLE

As discussed in Section 4.4.1, the probability of a faulty or hazardous signal

is determined by the frequency of checks of the monitoring and transfer oper-

ation. Figure 5.1 gives the probability of an undetected hazardous signal as

" function of the maintenance interval between such checks. Note that a

probability of hazardous signal of 0.5 X 10-9 may be achieved by a maintenance

interval of 30.3 hours if landings are not allowed with an "abnormal" indication

(monitor mismatch), or by a maintenance interval of 12.7 hours if landings aro

allowed with an "abnormal" indication.

UNKNOWN FAfTnRS

I.' .1 RAP FIEL7LF LOCALIZER SIGNAL DEGRADATION DUE TO RUNWAY DISTURBANCE

The probability of an undetected degradation of the course position signal at

the far field only is a function of the probability of external runway distur-

bances. Since the degraded signal may he hazardous, it is desirable to eval-

uato its probability with respect to the proposed integrity level of 0.5 X 10- 9 .

Spocifirally, our analysis was directed toward discovering the values of the

probability of external runway disturbances resulting in signal degradation

for which the associated hazardous signal probability meets the proposed in-

tegrity level. Since the probability of hazardous signal due to external run-

way disturbances is only one component of the total hazardous signal probabil-

ity, it was provisionally set equal to 0.1 X 10- . We then solved for the

probability of external runway disturbances necessary to guarantee that value.

The probability that a faulty course position at the far field will be radiated

during the 7n second delay of the far field monitor alarm is the dominant term

in the calculation of the hazardous signal probability due to external runway

dishurhanres. This term is zero if the far field monitor is monitored with no

delay at thp remote control panel. With remote control monitoring of the far

field monitor, the values for the probability of external runway disturbances

necossary for the desired signal integrity are as follows:
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Figure 5. 1. Localizer or Gtideslope Signal Integrity as a Function
of Preventive Maintenance Interval
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If landings are allowed with "ABN" light on, a probability of external runway

disturbances less than 8 X 10-8 gives a probability of hazardous signal at the

far field of less than 0.1 X 10 - 9 . If landings are not allowed with "ABN"

light on, the probability of hazardous signal at the far field is less than
-13

3.1 X 10 , independent of the probability of external runway disturbances.

Without remote control monitoring, the probability of external runway distur-

bances must be less than 4.3 X 1011 in order for the corresponding hazardous

signal probability to be less than 0.1 X 10-9

The threshold values given are to be compared with estimates of the probability

of signal degradation due to external runway disturbances derived from other

sources; such as, for example, site-specific experience, in order to determine

if the probability of the radiation of a faulty course position at the far

field is within the proposed limits.

See Appendix C, Page C-15 for the equations used to calculate the probabilities

discussed in this section.

5.5.2 GLIDESLOPE ANTENNA MISALIGNMENT DETECTOR

The misalignment detector detects a permanent tilt of the antenna tower and

produces an abnormal indication, in effect providing a warning before a tilt

is serious enough to cause a shutdown due to near field monitor action. Further,

a tower misalignment could have effects on clearance and sensi+ivity undetected

by the near field monitor. Since the degree of tilt detected by the misalign-

ment detector would affect the glideslope path near the runway threshold if the

tilt was towards or away from the runway, this provides an additional argument

for downgrading the system when an abnormal indication at the remote control

panel occurs. (In the Mark III System, a misalignment detector alarm causes

shutdown).

The probability of the radiation of a faulty signal, due to antenna tower mis-

alignment is a function of the probability that the glideslope antenna tower
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will become misaligned (within the preventive maintenance interval), which is

unpredictable, being a function of external and uncontrollable forces. Since

the resulting signal may be hazardous, it is desirable to evaluate its prob-

ability with respect to the proposed integrity level of 0.5 X 10- 9 . Specific-

ally, our analysis was directed toward discovering the values of the probabil-

ity of antenna misalignment for which the associated hazardous signal prob-

ability meets the proposed integrity level. Since the probability of hazardous

signal due to antenna misalignment is only one component of the total hazardous

signal probability, it was provisionally set equal to 0.1 X 10- . We then

solved for the probability of antenna misalignment necessary to guarantee that

va lue.

Tho probability that a hazardous signal due to antenna misalignment will be

radiated within the 2.25 minute (135 second) delay of the antenna misalignment

alarm is the dominant term in the calculation of the hazardous signal probabil-

ity due to misalignment. This term is zero if The misalignment detector is

monit)rod with no delay at the remote control panel (although this option is

not under consideration).

Without remote control monitoring, the probability of tower misalignment must

be less than 4.5 X 10- 7 in order for the hazardous signal probablity due to

misaliqnment to be less than 0.1 X 10- 9 (assuming a 168 hour maintenance inter-

val). With remote control monitoring, and not allowing landings with an ab-

normal indication present, the tower misalignment probability must only be less

-7
than 1.8 X 10 If landings are allowed with an abnormal indication, the

tower misalignment probability must simply be less than 0.1 X 10-9 (essentially

no monitoring).

The threshold values given are to be compared with estimates of tower misallgn-

ment probability derived from other sources; such as, for example, site-specific
experirnce, in order to determine if the probability of a hazardous signal due

to tower misalignment is within the proposed limits.

See Appendix D, Page D-15 for the equations used to calculate the probabilities

Jiscussed in this section.
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5.6 REVISED MARK III RELIABILITY RESULTS

Table 5.4 provides the results from the FMECA of the Mark III System (Refer-

ence 3) and the same results modified to conform to the methodology used in

this study, for purposes of comparison of the reliability of the Mark III and

the GRN-27. The modifications are listed below:

* Conditional factors were added to the faulty and hazardous signal

equations.

* Transmitter failure rates in the sensitivity terms were replaced by

failure rates for transmission of faulty SBO only.

Changes were made to reflect assumptions made for the GRN-27 base

case:

1. A maintenance interval of 168 hours was assumed, unless other-

wise noted;

2. critical landing times assumed were 30 seconds for localizer,

15 seconds for glideslope;

3. arbitrary factors (localizer signal degradation due to external

runway disturbances, glideslope antenna tower misalignment) were

set to zero.

•- Hazardous signal probability is the sum of the DDM and sensitivity

Jterms only.

(
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Table 5.4 Revised Mark III Reliability Results

Mark III Results
Results from Revised to Conform
Mark III FMECA to Methodology of
(Reference 3) GRN-27 Study*

Faulty Signal Probability

Localizer 9.334 X 10-  2.296 X 1012

Glideslope 9.089 X 10- 9  1.495 X I0 - 2

Hazardous Signal Probability

Localizer 2.141 X 10-lO 6.791 X I0-14

Glideslope 1.518 X i0 - lO 6.798 X 10- 1 4

Shutdown Probability

Localizer 5.617 X 10-8 1.655 X 10- 7

Glideslope 2.600 X 10- 8 7.706 X 10- 8

*Conditional factors added to faulty and hazardous signal equations;
hazardous signal probability is sum of hazardous DDM and sensitivity
terms given in Mark III study, with transmitter failure rate in
sensitivity term replaced by failure rate for transmission of faulty
SBO only; maintenance interval and critical landing times are same

as for GRN-27 base case; arbitrary factors (runway disturbance, mis-
alignment, antenna tower) set to zero.
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6.0 FIELD EXPERIENCE

6.1 FACILITY MAINTENANCE LOGS

Table 6-1 summarizes GRN-27 unscheduled outages for the calendar year 1981, as

recorded in the maintenance logs from 69 facilities. Causes of outages are

seldom categorically stated in the logs, and most often must be deduced from

the repair/maintenance acitvity recorded as 
the response to the outage. When

the equipment repaired cannot have caused shutdown by itself (for example, one

of the two transmitting units), the outage has been put In the same class as

those for which the maintenance technicians explicitly noted "no cause found".

Figure 6-1 below is a graphic summary of all outages, derived from the facility

maintenance logs.

Figure 6-1

GRN-27 Unscheduled Outages (1981)

...... h....

Identifiable

Outages due to component
Poe upySs fai lure s

~c aus ing

6.8 shutdown Shutdown
us .3% corrected by

down, 0 equipment
independent o adjustment
I equi 18.7%

Rain snow or lihtnin F ilure to transfer 0.3%
-" Shutdon-shutd°o

4.2% Shutdow, outages
Outae, cause unknownu n cause

~20.6%
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Not all of ttt- !,tajes recorded were the result of automatic shutdowns, or

fai lure wJ ! r-, ulk in ,) loss of signal (such as power failures). Some

oitags r-, .ro,-.e,)t fei 1ure, to bring up the equi pment when switching from one

runway jfioth-._r Others repre-ent instances of the system being taker out

)f .,,,rvic +.r rc iir, or to investiate an "abnormal" indication.

S: vo!v!n1 r-eir actions on the transmitting units only were most

I lv ,; er ,h,,dwns of the standby transmitter, after operation for some

ii,er i, on standb/, or a r.:-,sult of repair action taken to correct some irreg-

.j r fbf,,rm-jl indication. In either case, there would have been an

:I" "ntir lt~n, -r some other failure indication, for som, neriod of

,ore .hut fown, ul s t
,- fhe standhy tr~insmitter was already faulty be-

+ ,fer -c ir rei, c , ji < shutd-)wn as soon as the main transmitter

: ,n fer ti ,jn,!bv vas ma.c4. Nono of these cases cuould he dis-

. ;u , from ,,-l ethor -:n th,, has ,s f the information in the loqs, nor

r n,7, n- ith confi't.,n-e th.it the transmitter subassembly re-

" , .- ,cf ):.c ,f tno outaqe. Therefore, all surh cases were

: -, rm -ir w h , rnown causes.

. ,II" ' '1 THE FAIL'JRE ANALYS I

f .1 I s ta,n tno-,e determined to he non-shutdown outages (Class

VI!l j_ r '-ume t) be shutdowns, we have the following actual

,or t c, ' * ut ?wn srhb bi I ities:

Lo

r', ihiliti -f shutdown in a 30 second interval: -. 15 X 10-

Prrehability of shutdown in a 15 second interval: 1.07 X 10- 6

li-e ~ ,lepe

Pr,)h3bi I ty of shutdown in a 15 second Interval: 8.75 Y 1 - 7

I
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The probabilities are derived by dividing the respective number of outages for

the localizer or glideslope by the number of 30 or 15 second intervals in the

585,940 total uptime hours for each type of facility in the maintenance logs

analyzed.

More realistic probabilities result from counting only those outages for which

repair or adjustment of identifiable components is recorded in the logs (I, II,

III and VII in Table 6-1):

Localizer

Probability of shutdown in a 30 second interval: 8.68 X 10- 7

Probability of shutdown in a 15 second interval: 4.34 X 10- 7

Glideslope

Probability of shutdown in a 15 second interval: 5.90 X 10-
7

For purposes of comparison with the theoretical analysis, only identifiable

failures that cannot be corrected by adjustment, but only by repairing or re-

placing the failed part (I and II in Table 6-1), should be included in the

probability calculation. This procedure gives the following results:

Localizer

Probability of shutdown in a 30 second interval: 4.41 X 10-7

Probability of shutdown in a 15 second interval: 2.20 X 10- 7

Glideslope

Probability of shutdown in a 15 second Interval: 4.69 X 10
-7

4
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For comparison, the corresponding theoretically calculated probabilities

(from Table 5.1) are:

Localizer
Probability of shutdown in a 30 second interval: 1.81 X 10-7
Probability of shutdown in a 15 second interval: 9.07 X 10- 8

Glideslope

Probability of shutdown in a 15 second interval: 6.54 X 10
- 8

A 16P hour maintenance interval is assumed. Also, the calculated probability

f.'r the glideslope is for the two frequency glideslope (worst case).

Actual experience, as represented in the logs, identifies the peak detectors

a- rusing outages with a relatively high frequency. The total calculated

peak detector failure rate contributing to the probability of shutdown is

3.52 X 10- 6 . But actual experience gives a much higher failure rate, with

V failures in 1,21)6,280 system hours, or a failure rate of 2.98 X 10- 5 fail-

ure,, ner hour. This is a confirmation of a known problem area, for which pro-

posed improvements have been discussed In Section 7.

The localizer misalignment detectors were Involved in several outages other

than those attributed to misalignment detector component fallures. Two of

the three outages due to corrosion were due to corroded wires on the tilt

detectors. Also, both outages listed as due to rodent activity were the re-

suit of rats having gnawed the insulation off wires connected to the tilt

detector. Further, only two of the outages listed under "Antenna Misalign-

ment" were due to permanent antenna misalignment. Two were attributable to

storm, and one to aircraft departures. (The outage listed under "earthquake"

was also caused by MAD alarms.) And, finally, three outages listed under

unknown causes were due to Inexplicable MAD alarms, with no fault found In

the antennas or detectors.

66-4
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The actual reliability of the monitor alarm processing circuitry in the control

unit Is of Interest in assessing the level of confidence In the theoretically

calculated probability of a hazardous signal. No outage was explicitly blamed

on a failure in the alarm processing circuitry, and only once in the 1,206,280

uptime hours was the alarm and transfer card in the control unit replaced

(during troubleshooting) In connection with an unscheduled outage. This cor-

responds to a failure rate of 8.25 X 10, which agrees well with calculated

failure rates involving this subassembly. Although the monitors required more

frequent repair, their contribution to the hazardous signal probability is

effectively eliminated by not allowing landings with a monitor mismatch con-

dition.
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Table 6-1

GRN-27 Unscheduled Outages (1981)

Number of Outages Percentage of

Type of Outage Localizer Glldeslope Total all outages

I. Component failures causing
shutdown

Peak Detector 15 2? 36 11.6%
Recombining Circuits 4 3 7 2.3
Changeover and Test 4 2 6 1.9
Distribution Circuits 2 3 5 1.6
Misalignment Detector (does 3 N/A 3 1.0
not include corrosion-
related fai lures)

Far Field Monitor 2 N/A 2 0.6
Proximity Probe 0 I I 0.3
Antenna Coupler 0 1 1 0.3
Monitor Interface 0 1 1 0.3
Connector on Monitor Feed 0 1 1 0.3
Cable

All single component failures 31 33 64 20.6%

II. Shutdown resulting from faulty 1 0 1 0.3%
signal, followed by failure
to effect changeover

Ill. Shutdown, corrected by adjust-
ment of the indicated subassembly

Peak Detector 2 13 15 4.8%
Transmitters 6 9 15 4.8
Monitors 3 10 13 4.2
Loose Hardware 6 3 9 2.9
Near Field Monitor N/A 2 2 0.6
Far Field Monitor I N/A 1 0.3
Distribution Circuits 1 0 1 0.3
Unknown 0 2 2 0.6

All shutdowns corrected by 19 39 58 18.7%

adjustment
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Table 6-1

GRN-27 Unscheduled Outages (1981) (Continued

Number of Outages Percentage of

Type of Outage Localizer Glideslope Total all Outages

fV. Shutdown due to snow, rain

or lightning

Snow 6 3 9 2.9%

Rain 2 1 3 1.0

Lightning 1 0 1 0.3

Unspecified weather-related 0 2 2 0.6

outage

Subtotal P 6 15 4.8%

V. Shutdown not caused by ILS

equipment

Commercial lines 14 2 16 5.2%

Antenna Mlsallgnment (de- 5 0 5 1.6

tected by misalignment
detector)
Corrosion 3 0 3 1.0

Improper Operation 1 2 3 1.0

External Runway Activity 0 3 3 1.0

Faulty Shelter Heater or 2 1 3 1.0

Air Conditioner
Rodent Activity 2 0 2 0.6

Earthquake 1 0 1 0.3

Subtotal 27 8 35 11.6%

VI. Shutdown, cause unknown 43 21 64 20.6%
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Table 6-1

GRN-27 Unscheduled Outages (1981) (Continued)

Number of Outages Percentage of

Type of Outage Locallzer Glideslope Total all Outages

VII. Outages due to power supply
system

Blown fuses or tripped 5 9 14 4.5%
circuit breakers
Loss of prime power, with 5 2 7 2.3
ensuing failure in back-up - -

Subtotal 10 11 21 6.8%

Vill. Non-shutdown outages

System taken out 12 6 18 5.8%
for repair

Fai lure to come up 15 3 18 5.8

Subtotal 27 9 36 11.6%

IX. Outage, unknown cause (un- 11 2 13 4.2%
clear if outage was a
shutdown) - -

Total 178 132 310
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7.0 POSSIBLE EQUIPMENT MODIFICATIONS

7.1 TEST SWITCH

Each monitor channel in the GRN-27 contains a switch which can be used to

test parts of the system. When thrown, the switch activates a relay, thereby

introducing a faulty signal into the monitor channel. Activating the switches

on any pair of channels, both of which monitor the same parameter, should re-

sult in a transfer from the main to the standby transmitter. A second acti-

vation of the switches should result in a system shutdown. Using these

switches to test for a transfer of transmitters is a simple method of verify-

ing that critical components in the control unit are operating. The test also

verifies the operation of the monitor channels. However, because of monitor

channel redundancy, failures in the control unit are far more like to produce

a hazard.

To achieve the high levels of reliability required for Category III equipment,

It would be necessary to test the GRN-27 more frequently than currently required.

It would be sufficient to use the monitor channel switches to perform this test

since possible hidden failures in the control unit are the primary cause of the

relative unreliability of the system. One possible approach to performing

these tests would be to install a switch in the control tower or tower equip-

ment room which could be used to test the system remotely. After the remote

switch is activated, the tester would observe on the remote indicator panel

that a transfer from main to standby has taken place (indicator lights and aural

alarm indicate the change of status). The system would then be restored using

the cycle switch on the remote control panel.

One possible implementation of the remote test switch would minimize the atten-

tion required of the tester and minimize the duration of the signal interruption.

This system would be semi-automatic in that an operator would simply press a

momentary contact switch. The system would then automatically transmit a sig-

nal to the equipment shelter which activates the test circuitry for a precise

Interval. The interval would be longer than the delay time on the alarm and

transfer circuit card (used to prevent transients from effecting a transfer),
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but sufficiently short such that the transfer is not immediately followed by

a shutdown. The semi-automatic system would, after a short delay, transmit

a pulse which would activate the Monitors Locally Bypassed (MLB) signal in

the control unit, thereby restoring the main transmitter. A cycle pulse could

be used to restore the system but the cycle pulse would first shut the system

off, after which the system would remain off for twenty seconds before the

next cycle pulse could restore the system.

7.2 TOWER MONITORING OF THE FAR FIELD MONITOR

The far field monitor does not issue an alarm until a faulty signal has been

received conti-uously for a delay interval of between 70 and 120 seconds.

Therefore, it would be useful to provide the controller with some Indication

of a faulty signal at the far field monitor during the delay Interval. A

controller could discriminate between faulty signals caused by temporary

obstructions, such as overflights or taxiway activity, and those with no

apparent cause, such as a system fault. Such a remote display system has been

built at rhe NAVAI)S/CO"4 Engineering Branch of the FAA Aeronautical Center,

and is currently being tested. This type of display unit will have only a

negligible effect on the probability of radiation of a faulty signal due to

a system failure. However, it would reduce the probability that a landing

would occur while the signal is distorted by an obstruction. The specific im-

pact is impossible to determine without data on the probability and duration

of all *ypes of signals reflecting obstructions. Example calculations of the

display unit impact are shown in Section 5.5.1.

7.3 IMPROVED TRANSMITTER

The GRN-27 transmitters were designed in the late 1960's at which time there

was a limited quantity and quality of solid state RF devices. Also, D.C. to

R.F. conversion efficiencies obtainable with these early devices were relatively

low. Considering these constraints, the reliability and output power levels of

the GRN-27 were respectable. However, significant Improvements can be realized

with the use of current technology solid state RF power devices.
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Southwestern rommunicatlons, Inc. has designed and tested improved transmitter

power amplifiers for both the localizer and glideslope systems. The improved

amplifiers have been designed as plug-in replacements for the original equip-

ment A4 circuit boards. The advantages of using the Improved amplifier in the

localizer are:

* Higher reliability - the computed failure rate for the improved circuit

is 0.14 failures per million hours, compared to 1.38 for the original

equipment.

" No frequency drift occurs in the improved circuit whereas the original

equipment requires periodic readjustment after turn-on.

" Shorter time required for transmitter stabilization.

" The same power amplifier is used in the course and clearance trans-

mTtters. However, the lowest power level to which the ori3inal ampli-

fier can be adjusted is often too high for the clearance transmitter,

which must meet a 10 db course to clearance Dower ratic) criterion.

The imi rOved circuit can be adjusted to sufficiently low levels to

meet the criterion.

Similarly, the replacement amplifier circuit for the glideslope transmitter has

the following advantages:

e Higher reliability - the computed failure rate for the improved cir-

cuit is 0.44 failures per million hours compared to 4.11 for the

original equipment.

* The original equipment amplifier contains components which will soon

" become unavailable (2N5016 transistor).

* The improved circuit can produce 15 watts of power as opposed to

10 watts for the original equipment.
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e Lower power levels are possible with the improved amplifier making it

possible to meet the 10 db course to clearance power ratio crilerion.

Although the new amplifiers would not have any significant Impact on the prob-

ability of a faulty signal or system shutdown, the number of transfers from

mdin to standby resulting from a fault in a transmitter will be reduced. Also

loss maintenance will be required to keep the transmitters operating and

properly adjusted.

7.4 IMPROVED PEAK DETECTORS

As was di-cused in Section 6, the peak detectors in both the localizer and

glide':lIc~e systems are prone to failures which result in shutdown. These

fai lures are, in part, the result of the approximately 160 F ambient environ-

ment maintained by a 'e-er within each peak detector. Also, each peak detec-

tor contain- attenuator ,witches which are prone to failure. Clearly, more

reliable peak detectors should be installed in the GRN-27 systems.

Southwestern Communications, Inc. is currently testing an improved peak detec-

tor design. These improved peak detectors do not contain attenuator switches,

and are operated in an environment maintained at 1200 F. Although detailed de-

sign data have not been made available for a reliability analysis, the Improved

design should result in much impro d reliability.

7.5 LOCALIZER MISALIGNMENT DETECTORS

As described in Section 6.?, the localizer misalignment detectors are prone to

corrosion and have a high number of outages in proportion to the number of

actual misalignments of the antennas. Improvements in the detector or removal

to correct or avoid these problems would reduce the number of unscheduled out-

ages. The course antenna misalignment detector may be considered to serve as

a redundant monitor to the far field course alignment monitoring and consequent-

ly its removal would have no serious impact on the system hazardous radiation

probability.
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7.6 IMPROVED INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Virtually all of the processing in the GRN-27 control unit is performed with

NAND gates. A hidden failure in any one of a few critical gates could prevent

a transfer to standby upon detection of a faulty signal by the monitors. The

probability of such an occurrence would be reduced by the use of higher quality

gates. Specifically, using gates of quality level B (as defined in Ref. 4,

Pg. 2.1.5-1) would result in hazardous signal probabilities of 0.138 X 10-
9

for the localizer or glideslope, assumming a one-week interval between system

checks and assuming that landings would not be allowed with an abnormal indi-

cation. However, the gates in the GRN-27 are non-standard and not available

in a higher quality version. Higher quality gates could be custom designed

and manufactured but the cost would be prohibitive.

7.7 FIELD MONITORING OF COURSE WIDTH

As discussed in Section 4, a hazardous signal is the result of a faulty on-

course DDM or course width. A faulty on-course DDM is much less probable than

a faulty course width because the on-course DDM is monitored in the field (far

field for localizer, near Field for glideslope) as well as bv integral monitors,

while the course width is monitored only by integral monitors. Therefore, the

probability of hazardous signal is equal to the probability of a signal with

faulty course width. If the course width were monitored in the field, the

probability of a faulty course width would be as low as the faulty DDM prob-

ability.

Monitoring the 1-"alizer course width in the field would require placing an

antenna to the sie of the course centerline, near the far field monitor sys-

tem. ror the glideslope, an antenna would have to be placed above or below

j the near field monitor antenna. Also additional circuitry would have to be

Aadded to process the signals from the new antennas. Such monitoring is used

4on ILS units in the fJnited Kingdom. However, the implementation of this type

of monitoring would be expensive.

7-r
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As Table 5-1 shows, the proposed ICAO hazardous signal probabilitv limit ex-

pected to be recommended for Reliability Level 3 and 4 equipment (0.5 X 10- 9

e mt by the GRN-27 if the following changes are adopted:

1. The transfer capability of the system is tested at least once every

24 hours, and

2. The category of operation is downgraded with an abnormal indication

on the remote indicator panel.

It is recommended that the daily test be performed using a remote, semi-auto-

matic test circuit described in Section 7.1.

The GRN-27 meets all ICAO proposed loss of signal probability limits as

currently configured and operated.

With the GRN-?7 operating on the standby transmitter (that is, as a single

transmitter system) the proposed Level 4 loss of signal probability can still

be met, althouqh the single transmitter loss of signal probability is approx-

imately five times that of the system with both transmitters available. The

hazardous signal probability is the same whether the system is operating with

a standby transmitter or not.

The maintenance logs are generally consistent with the theoretical calculations.

The largest discrepancy was in the large number of outages attributed to the

peak detectors. Replacing the existing peak detectors with an improved design,

as discussed in Section 7, could result in a significant reduction in unsched-

uled outages. Further reduction in the number of outages could be made by

correcting the transmitter and localizer misalignment detector problems noted

in Section 7. These changes will result in a decreased shutdown probability,

but will not appreciably affect the hazardous signal probability.

8-I
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APPENDIX A

LOCALIZER SUBASSEMBLY FAILURE MODES AND RATES

A
NOTE: In the failure analysis tables a single asterisk super-

script * ) indicates that the failure rate for that failure
mode is different from the corresponding value for the CAT. III

system as given in Ref. 3. A double asterisk superscript ( *)

indicates a completely new failure mode. All other failure rates

are from Ref. 3.
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TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE 'INALYSIS

PAGE 1 OF 13

IDENTIFICATION FAI!LURE

ITEM I. F). FAILURE FAILURE RATE PEMARKS

NAME No. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (XxlO6)

Control Unit 01 The control unit pro- Generation Causes a transfer 3.18 1,A is the
cesses alarms received of an er- to standby. A u
from the monitor chan- roneous lAl for parts allow-
nels, providing signals transfer , ing a spontaneous
to transfer main to signal. ( ;.,A2 ,  transfer to stand-
standby, to shut down 1.829) by transmitter.
both transmitters, orA 2 is the

to indicate a monitor ai
mismatch. In addition, failure rate
the control unit gene- for parts which
rates inhibit signals, can fall such that
displays both locally a transfer is made
and remotely transmit- rand a persisting
tar status, and display transfer signal
various power/tempera- will cause shut-
ture alarm conditions down.
for both the main shel-
ter and far field moni- Generation Causes immediate 2.982
tor Operational fea- of an system shutdowf ,
tures, such as bypass erroneous
of monitors, main unit shutdown
select, memorization of signal due
alarms are also to alarm
associated with the processing
control unit. circuitry.

Inability Monitoring of 2.870 X* is the failure
to process the integral * rate for par
a transfer course, sensitl- rate farts
signal. vity, l.0., and/ nal to persist.

or clearance is DI at
virtually ren- 1.140) XID2 is the part of
dered useless. (X* = * including only

102 101 failures which
0.913) would not result in
( . an "AIN" or "MONITOR

X MISMATCH" indication.
103

1.730) * is the failure
rate for parts

preventing transfer
and resulting in
shutdown upon at-
tempting transfer.

Inability Results in a 1.143
to process loss of far ,*
a shutdown field monitoring IE
signal, capability.

Inability Loss of remote 1.143
to process recognition of
any or all respective IJ
power/en- alarm conditions (
vironmental J "
alarms.
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TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 2 OF 15

IDENTIFICATION
_FAILURE

ITEM I.D. FAILURE FAILURE RATE REMARKS

NAME No. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (XxO6  M

Control Unit 01 Generation The main trans- 1.039
(CONTINUED) of an erro- mitter is shut

neous con- down for at IM
trol signal least 20 seconds,
that shuts independent of
down the the persistence

main trans- of the erroneous
mitting control signal.
unit.

Generation The monitor chan- 0.232
of a con- nels are inhibit- ,*
tinuous ed, and, hence, IS
inhibit to rendered totally
the monitor useless. Although
channels, the inhibit does

not affect the
far field moni-
tor channels
from alarming,
the inhibit does
prevent the
alarm from being
processed in the
control unit.

Inability In another fai- 0.545
to process lure occurs which \"
a main in- initiates a IT
hibit to transfer, an
the monitor immediate shut-
channels, down will occur

since the moni-
tors are not
inhibited during
the transition
period.

Loss of All control logic 0.88
+12 volts is rendered use- .*
in control less. Both trans- IAA
unit power mitters shutdown;I supply, monitor channels,
(Note: loss however, are
of switched inhibited and,
28v is also hence, do not
included) alarm.

Combining 49 The combining circuits Generation Immediate shut- 1.145
Circuits assembly of the far of a shut- down of the X,0

field monitor processes down signal entire localizer 49E
the alarms of the moni- station.
tor channels, the DC/DC
converters, the battery Inability to Loss of far field 1.630
charger and a temoera- process a monitoring
ture alarm. This pro- monitor capability. 49F
cessing includes the alarm.
time delays necessary
for far field qonitor
channel alarms.
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TA3LE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 3 OF 15

IDENTIFICATION
FAILURE

ITEM FUNCTION FAILURE FAILURE RATE DEMARKS
NAME No. MODE EFFECT (Xx1N)

Combining 49 Inability, Effective loss of 0.022 This failure mode
Circuits to process a far field V represents the
(CONTINUED) an alarm monitor channel. 49H failure of that

from a part of the alarm
single processing cir-
monitor cuitry which is
channel, duplicated for

each monitor
channel.
X)9F represents

the failure
of that part of
the alarm pro-
cessing circuitry
which is common
to both.

Loss of dc Immediate shut- 0.690
output vol- down of the en-
tage on tire localizer 49M
+5v regula- station, caused
tor. by the generation

of a shutdown
signal from the
far field
monitor.

. .. _ ,
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TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 4 OF 15

IDENTIFICATION
FAI LURE

ITEM I) FUNCTION FAILURE FAILURE RATE PEMARKS

NAME No. M1ODE EFFECT (Xx 16.

Course Trans- 02 The course transmitter Loss of all Loss of ID ra- .446 Transfer would
mitter (MAIN or delivers a VHF carrier modulation. diation and K NA not occur on
or STANDBY) 07 to the course power warning signal failure of

(N) amplifier. The carrier capability. 2A standby unit.
is also modulated in
the transmitter by the orP?.TA NOTE:
1020 Hz 10 tone and _ _ Nimplies the
also the low frequency failure rate of
(wrning signal Loss of RF Loss of 7.150 each separate

(when necessary), carrier, course C+SB i tem identified

and SBO sig- NB in the "1.0. No."

nals. column.

Clearance 04 The clearance trans- Loss of all Loss of 1.446 Transfer would

Transmitter mitter delivers a modulation. sidebands on x not occur on

(MAIN or or clearance C+SB to the the C+SB signal NA failure of
STANDBY) 09 antennas via clear- standby unit.

ance distribution Loss of RF Loss of clear- 7.150
circuits. In ad- carrier. ance C+SB an ,
dition, VHF carrier SBO scenals. NR
and +18 vdc are fed
directly to the
sideband generator
for the operation
of clearance SBO
signal.

Sideband 05 Provides clearance Loss of out- Loss of 10.250 Transfer would

Generator or SO signal to the put signal. clearance SBO X, not occur on

(MAIN or sideband amplifier. signal. N failure of

STANDBY) 08 standby unit.

Modulator 03 Provides course Loss of Loss of 2.413 Transfer would

(MAIN or VHF carrier am- low freq. the following not occur on

STANDBY) or plitude modulated oscillator system sig- INA failure of

08 by a 90 Hz and (14.4 Ofz) nals: standby unit.

150 Hz signal, resulting 1. LF 90+150
CSE C+SB. It in loss of 2. SB in
provides the all 90 Hz clearance
course SBO signal; and 150 Hz C+SB
A LOW frequency modulation. 3. LF 90-150

which feeds the SBO
clearance trans- S. Course SBO
mitter; and a 6. SB in
90-150 Hz signal course C+SB
feeding the
sideband gene- Loss of VHF Loss of SB in 0.413
rator. carrier to course C+SB

digital signal &'B
phasing ckts course SBO
(to either signal.
or both of(the 90 &
150 phase
shifters).

4-
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TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

_PAGE 5 oF 15

IDENTIFICATION
FAILURE

ITEM I.D. FUNCTION FAILURE FAILURE ATE REMARKS
MME N MODE EFFECT Xx10 6 ]R

Modulator 03 Loss of 90 or Out of 1.453
(Continued) or 150 dividers, tolerancesynchroniza- course and NC

08 tlon circui- clearance
try or 90/ C+SS and S80
150 Hz shift signals.
registers.

Loss of X/32 Slight distor- 2.426 Not Hazardous.
driving sig- tion of the .X
nal to delay course C+SB ND
line (either and S8O sig-
tim 90 Nz or nals.
150 Hz phase
shifter).

Loss of/k/16 Distortion 2.426 Not Hazardous.
driving sig- some hat more X
nal to the than T32 "'e
delay lines of the course
(either the C+S8 and
90Hz or 150 SBO signals.
Hz phase
shifter).

Loss of X/8, Out of toler- 12.832
X /4 4 ance course/4, C+S andN
X/2 or f/2 SBO signals.
signal to
the delay
line. (either
the 90 Hz or
.50 Hz phase
shifter).

Loss of +90. Out of toler- 1.302
-90, +150 or ance course
-150 Hz phase C+SB and "'NG
shifter RF S80 signals.
signal.

Loss of +90. Out of toler- 0.5234
-90, +150, ance SO
or -150 Hz signal. 'NZI
phase shift-
er RF signal.

Loss of e- Out of toler- 1.552
ther 90 Hz or ance clear-4 150 Hz sinu- ance C SB
soidal signal & SBO signals.
for clear-
ance trans-
mission.
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TALE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 6 OF 15

tff IDENTIFICATION

FAI LURE

ITEM [.D, FAILURE FAILURE RATE
MANEFUNCTION MOEEFC Xl 6 REMARKS

Modulator 03 Loss of 90+ Loss of modula- 0.388
(Continued) or 150 HZ signa tion for clear.

ance transnit- I
08 tar resulting

in SB loss of
clearance C+SB

Loss of 90- Loss of clear- 0.756
150 Hz sig- ance SBO sig-
nal na 1NJ

Course Monitor 35 Provide monitoring Loss of Loss of 1 of 13439 If another cor-
CHANNELS (I or o f the course posi- monitoring 2 monitors. X responding moni-
2)(MAIN) or tion (Dm), the % ability, Now dependent ,A tor alarm failure

36 modtflation (SOM). producing on remaining occurs in the
and the course RF alarms monitor for remaining monitor,
power level, system con- localizer will trans-

trol (trans- fer, then shut down.
mitter trans-
fer capability

Loss of Loss of I of 5.62
monitoring 2 monitors. If the-same failure
ability, Now dependent NB occurs in the remaining
producing upon remain- monitor, hazardous
no alarms. ing monitor radiation will gofor system undetected.

control.

' Clearance 43 Provide monitoring Loss of Loss of 1 of 14.50 c  If another corres-
Monitor o f the clearance monitoring 2 monitors. x.* Ionding monitor alar,,
CHANNELS DOM, . modulation, ability Now dependent NA failure occurs in the
(I or 2) 44 and clearance RF producing upon remain- remaining monitor,

power level, alarms. ing monitor localizer will trans=
for system fer, then sh dot n
control.

Loss of Loss of I of 5.78 I the same failure
monitoring 2 monitors. occurs in the remaining
ability Now dependent NB lionitor, hazardous
producing upon remain- ra-iation will qo
no alarm. ing monitor inletected.

for system
control.

I.D. Unit 06 Provides a keyed Loss of ID Transfer to 3.949 Transfer would
(Main or 1020 Hz audio signal standby unit. 1\ not occur on
Standby) or signal (ID TONE) (audio) NA failure of

' 11 to aircraft for standby unit.
jrunway A approach

identiflcation. I

Loss of code Transfer to 13.134
or keying, standby unit. NB

a(
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TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 7 OF 15

IDENTIFICATION

FAILURE

ITEM I.CT. FAILURE FAILURE RATE PEMARKS

NAME No, FUNCTION MODE FFECT (,X10 6)

Course Peak 20 The course peak detec- Total loss Loss of input to 0.787
Detector tor receives a simula- of output monitor channels,

ted course position signal causing transfer. 20A
input signal. This (both AC then shutdown.
input signal is ob- and DC)
tained by a combination
of signals obtained by
proximity probes at the Incorrect The monitor 0.386
radiating antennas. Thepeda g de te .The (low) DC channels process~~~~peak detector the n ou p t t e fa l rX 0converts the RF signal output the failure as O
into a low-frequency signal. being a drop insinalow-freqendc course RF power
signal, both DC and AC. and an increase
The DC is representa- in modulation
tive of the RF power;
the AC is the demodu- percentage.
lated 90/150/1020 Hz ausing transfer

signal. then shutdown.

Sensitivity 23 The sensitivity peak Total loss Loss of input 0.789
Peak detector receives a of output signal to the
Detector simulated input signal, signal sensitivity ma- 23A

representative of the (both AC nitor channels,
course width (displace- and DC) causing transfer
ment sensitivity). This then shutdown.
input is obtained by a
combination of signals
obtained by proximity Incorrect The monitor 0.386
probes at the radiating (low) DC channels process >k
antennas. The peak output the signal as ''235
detector converts the signal. being a drop in
RF signal into a low course RF power,
frequency signal, both an increase in
DC and AC. The DC is modulation per-
representative of the centage, and an
RF power; the AC is decrease in DDM,
the demodulated 90/150 causing transfer
Hz signal, then shutdown.

Clearance 26 The clearance peak Total loss Loss of input 0.789
Peak detector receives a of output signal to clear-
Detector simulated clearance signal ance monitors, 1\26A

input signal. This (both AC causing transfer
inDut signal is ob- and DC). then shutdown.
tained by a combination
of signals obtained Incorrect The monitor 0.386
from both proximity (low) DC channels process
probes and a sampled output the failure as 268
signal of clearance
C+SB and S90. This RF signal, being a drop ininput signal is con- clearance RFverted to a low-frequ- power, an in-crease in DDM,
ency signal, both AC & causing transfer
DC. The DC is represen- then shutdown.
tative of the clearance
RF power; the AC is the
demodulated 90/150 Hz
clearance signal.

Sensitivity 3. Provide monitoring of Loss of mo- Loss of I of 2 mo 596 If another corres-

Monitor -)r the course width DM) ni toring a- nitors. Now depen '"A ponding monitor W01
CHANNELS f( 39 bility oro-ldent on remaining. failure occurs in

or 2)(MAI'4) i ducing monitor for sys- remaining monitor,
alarms. tem control, transfer, then shut-

_own will result.



TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

____PAGE 8 OF 15

IDENTIFICATION FAILURE

ITEM I1.1 FAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME No. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (Xxl(j6 ) REMARKS

Sensitivity 38 oss of moni- Loss of I of 2 3.12 Only DON monitor-
Monitor or toring ability monitors. Now * ing circuitry
CHANNELS producing no dependent on NB is critical. If the
(1 or 2) 39 alarms, remaining moni- same failure occurs in
(MAIN) tor for system the remaining monitor.
(CONTINUED) control. hazardous radiation will

go undetected.

Identifica- 34 Each I.D. monitor re- Loss of moni- Loss of 1 of 2 5.742 If another such
tion Moni- ceives its respective in-toring ability I.D. monitors. (total) failure occurs
tor Assem- put from the AGC outputs of one of the Now dependent on X in the I.D.
bly (I.D. of the integral course main 1.0. remaining I.D. 34A1 2 monitor, the
Monitors position monitor chan- monitors, pro- monitor for system will
No. I or 2) nels. Each I.D. monitor ducing an system control. 34A2 - immediately

checks its input signal alarm. transfer and
0 for the presence of a 34A3 then shut down.

keyed (coded) audio 1.914
(1020 Hz) tone. An alarm
is produced whenever a
loss of audio or keying Loss of Loss of I of 2 1.050 Not hazardous.
exists over a definite monitoring I.D. monitors. , The I.D. signal
time interval, ability of Now dependent 348 is assumed non-

one of the on remaining essential.
main I.D. monitor for
monitors, pro- system control.
ducing no
alarm.

Identifi- 34 The I.D. monitor assem- Lo~s of +12 All I.D. moni- 0.423 Not hazardous.
cation bly contains the two volts of tors are ren- I.D. signal
Monitor T.D. monitors. A common regulator. dered useless. 34E assur:ed not
Assembly voltage regulator (+12, No alarms are critical.
(Regulator/ +15, -12V) supplies produced and,
Alarm Logic power to both monitors. hence, opera-

Alarm logic is also con- tion continues.
tained within this I.D. signal
assembly. monitoring is

totally lost.

Loss of +15 ID. alarm out- 0.137
volts of puts go to a X
regulator. "high" logic 34F

level. The con-
trol unit pro-
cesses this as
an immediate
transfer & then
a shutdown.

Loss of -12 Alarms on all 0.290
volts of I.D. monitors N)
regulator. causing an im-

mediate transfer
and then a
shutdown.

Alarm loqic The control i- 0.262
causing a main nit processes "
I.D. alarm. this as an im- 34H

mediate trans-

fer and then a
shutdown.

4.



[ABLE .1. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 9 OF 15

IDENTIFICATION

FAILURE

ITEM I.D. FAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME No. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (Xxic 6) REMARKS

Identifica- 34 Alarm logic Loss of main 0.434 Not hazardous
tion Monitor inhibiting I.D. monitoring \ I.D. signal
Assembly the main ability. k341 assumed not
(Regulator/ I.D. alarm. critical.
Alarm Logic)
(CONTINUED) Alarm logic Shutdown of 0.172

inhibiting standby trans- ,X
the main mitting unit. 34J
I.D. alarm.

Alarm logic Loss of standby 0.242 Hazardous A 34K
inhibiting I.D. monitoring X is similar to
the standby ability. 34K
1.0. alarm. 340

Alarm logic No serious ef- 0.160 Not hazardous.
causing a fect on system. X
mismatch. 34L

Changeover 12 The changeover and test Inability to Any failure on 0.221 Essentially ren-
and Test Cir- circuits provide the au- changeover the main unit, % ders the standby
cuits (Peak tomatic changeover capa- transmitting which should 12A unit useless.
Detectors bility for the redundant units by only generate
Excluded) transmitting units. It switching a changeover to

selects upon command circuitry, standby, will
from the control unit result in a
which transmitting unit system shutdown.
radiate:. into the an-
tennas and which unit Premature If in MAIN, a 0.134 Essentially ren-
operates into dummy loads transfer of transfer to ders either the

transmitting STANDBY will 12B main or standby
units to occur; if in transmitter
antennas by STANDBY, a trans useless.
switching fer to OFF will
circuity. occur. This is

due to a momen-
tary loss of
signal.

Total loss Alarms on moni- 0.065
(or incor- tor channels V
rect phasing initiate a trans 12D
of course fer to standby
S30 signal and systemof the main operates on

transmitting standby.~uni t.

I

I l
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TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS

___________________________________PAGE 10 OF 13

IDENTIFICATION 1 IFAILURE

ITEM ID. FUNCTION FAILURE I:AIL'IRE PATE REMARKS
NAME No. _____ ____ MODE EFFECT I(XXlO%)

Changeover & 12 Total loss Alarms on the 10.070
Test Circuitsf (or incor-ect. clearance mon-
(CON:INUED) phasing) of itors initiaZ te 12E

clearance SB0I a transfer tol
signal of thel standby & sys-j
main trans- Itern operates

I mitting unit.lon standby.

Loss of any Imediate 2.417 X includes both
one or all of! shutdown afteri 12F
CSE C+SB, CSE~ an automatic I 12F -the course and
580 * CL C+SB,; transfer. (Total) clearance failure
CL 580, (to rates.
main trans- I12FI

mitter) 112

1?F
1 1.209

Course Oistril' 13 7he course distribution A total loss Since a fai- 0.961 Since any signal
bution Cir- circuit distribute the of signal for lure of this kdegradation suf-
cuits course C+S8 & SBO signil~ any signal type is inde- 13 ficient to be "out

to the antennas, path; incor- ,pendent of the. of tolerance" has
rect phasing tranmittinq the same net ef-
of either of unit, an im- fect, all possible
the radiated mediate shut- failure mode- may
signals; dis- down after an 1be treated on an
tortion suf- 'automatic aggregate basis.
ficient to transfer will
*cause monitori result.
al1a rms.I

Loss of SBO. Immediate r) I
shutdown after .
transfer.

Clearance 14 The clearance distribu- ,A loss (or Inon failure, lQ4 andor RF
Distribution tion circuits route and major distor- an iriediate alar' )n the mo-
Circuits distribute the clearance' tion) of sig- transfer fol - 14 nitnrs are depen-

I C+SB & SBCI signals to nal for any lowed by an dent jnon specilic
the antennas, clearance immediate lailure character-

signal path, shutdown will 'stics.
occur.

Battery 15 The battery charger Sup- Loss of s~ystem will 10.477
Charger plies all the dc power charger out- operate 3 hrs

to all the equipment of put voltage, on batteries 'NIA
the localizer station. (' ote: the Iafter chargerI

The far field monitor nominalI out- failure.
I has its own power source put vo tg

In addition to supplying~ is 30 volts
the power to the electro DlC)
nic equipment, the bat-I
tery charger ensures
tha t a full Charge is
constantly maintained on'

_________ both batter-ies. i

A- 11



TABL' A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS
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IDENTIFICATION
FAILURE

TEM I N. FUNFAILURE FAILURE "ATE

AME No FUNCTION YODE EFFECT ( .xl0) REMARKS

Battery 15 in the event of a primary Charger fai No immediat 0.801 Not hazardous;

Charger 1power failure, the two lure indica-! effect on sys- both transmitters
(CONTINUED) lbatteries (in parallel) sup- ion only tem operation. NB still available

ply t' necessary dc power. 'hile out- after downgrade.
utvoltage

intained
n charger.

Loss of No immediate 6.436 Not hazardous;

equalize effect on a total discharge

voltage ca- system NC of the batteries
)ability, operation. can occur only
either man- after the system
jal and/or is operated on

utomatic. batteries for
Note: the Isome extended

equaize period of time
voltage is '(greater than
a nominal three hrs). System
23 volts ioperation on bat-
dc, thus teries is a result
providing !of either primary
a "hard )power supply failure
charge" to or a failure of
the bat- ' charger.
teries.

DC/DC 17 jc'l the D CC cnnver- Loss of any Station main- ' 6.598 :To result in a
Converter ters '.2ansfors the .30 one or all tains normal station shutdown,
(No. I or 2, or volts nominal input voltaqe the fol- operation un N both converters

!to three dillerent output 'lowing *remaining con- imust fail.
voltaqes: +5, 

6
v, -18v, & voitages: verter voltagesL

-50v. The outout voltages +5,5v, -18vIEach of the
'of each converter are res- .-56v. converter vol-

pectively used in parallel I tages is
'and feed both modulators inl isensed 4n the
the system. control unit

i for abnormal
I - tolerance,.

2Temp Sensors Thv temperature sensors Failure ' limediate shut- 0.100 "emperature alarm
p'-vide alarm indications producing iown of local- is optional for
'whenever the temperature !an alarm ::er station. 19A CAT. I.
'exceeds or drops below indication.
Spreset limits. These limits
are set to give indication'
of air conditioner/heater
failures.

Failure There are 2 sen. 0.100 Not hazardous.

producing sors(thermocou- If temperature
no alarm ples)-one for 198 ffects system
indication. high temps & operation, other

one For low, alarms will occur.

failure of

this type in

'1 -



TABLE A, LOCALIZER FAILURE %ALYSIS
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IDENTIFICATION
;FAILURE

ITEM IP. FAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME NO. FUNCTION '<ODE EFFECT &(tXI'. ) 9 EEIARK$

Temp Sensors 19 Failure lone of the sen-
(CONTINUED) producing sors does not

no alarm affect the ope-
indication, ration of the
(CONTINUED) other. Hence,

the only effect
is the loss of
temp. monitor-
ing ability for
only one temp.
extreme (high
or low).

DC/DC Conver- 51 Each of the DC/DC conver- Loss of -18v System maintains 2.412
ter (No. 1 or ters of the far field output, operation on .
or No. 2) 'monitor provides -18v, remaining con- NA
(FFM) 52 used in the monitor chan- verter. If the

nels and the receivers, remaining con-
They are in parallel and verter also
isolated by diodes, fails, the

localizer sta-
tion will shut
down, due to
onitor channel
larms.

Generation "4bnornal"indi- 0.050 Not hazardous;
of an erro- cation at I both converters
neous con- remote control A\, still operational
verter fail panel.
alarm.

Battery 50 The battery charger sup- Loss of +24 System maintains 5.790
Charger plies +24 volts to each volts output.pperation on

,of the units at the far !far field moni- 5DA
,field monitor - the two tor battery.
converters, the three
receivers and their res- "Low voltage'If another fai- 0.519 Note failure mode
lpective monitor channels, battery dis- 'lure of the bat- 5 has the same effect
and the combining circuits connect cir- tery charger 50B as an ffm battery
assembly. The battery cuit failure,pausing loss of failure.
*charger also keeps a full disconnectinr ?4 v occurs,im-

Al charge on the battery at the battery mediate shutdown
'all times, from the loadff the localizer

station will
result.

Loss of Does not af- 0.318 4ot hazardous.
equalize fect system " "Quick charge" ca-
charge capa- operation. A 50C Dability does not
bility after trickl_ charge lirectly affect
a power out- will still be ' nitoring
age. applied to the wrformance.

battery.

Generation ofl "Abnormal" 0.126 ot hazardous; far
an erroneous indication at k'OD lield monitoring
charger fail i renote control ot affected.
al arm. panel.

MEA-1



TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE ANALYSIS
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IDENTIFICAT ION
AILURE

ITEM I.D. FAILURE FAI LURL r
7
ATE REMAR KS

NAME No. UNCTION rODE EFFECT ( .xlr 6 )

Battery 50 Continuous Far field mo- 7.658 Not hazardous; pre-
Charger equalize nitor maintaini ventive mainte-

CONTINIUED) voltage only normal o,_ra- 50E inance required for
tion at a !battery check.
slightly high-
er supply
voltage.

Receiver 53 Each of the far field mon- Total loss Loss o: the in, 6. 79 'The SDM strap
No. I or itor receivers receives a of output put signal to ; option provided
No. 2 low level rf input signal si-nal or the correspond N remote recognition

5-4 and converts it to the ILS any major ing far field f of failure.

audio and dc signal which isi signal monitor chain-
then the input to the res- distortion, nel will pro-
pective monitor channel. duce a FFM
The DDM of the audio signal monitor mis-
is representative of the match. Loss of
far field course position. I of 2 FFM

monitors. Now
dependent on
remaining
monitor lor
system opera-
tion.

Monitor 56 To provide m-rnitoring of toss of Loss of I of 0 qoc

Channels the course position in the monitoring 2 monitors.
No. I or? or far field reqion of the ability. Now dependent ANNA

57 runway. on remaining
monitor.

Loss of Loss of I of 21 11.099
monitoring monitors. Now I I,

ability, pro-dependent on NB
ducin? remaining moni
3DM a arm. tor for system

operation.

Loss of moni-Loss of I of 2 4.422

toring abi- monitor voting
lity produc- icapability. 'IC

ing no alarm Now depcndent
on remdining
inoni tor for
fir 'itIld
inoni tori ng.

emp. 9 Monitors the temperature Generation of "\bnnrmal 7.050 Not hazardous; var
Sensor of the FFM for out of an erroneous irication at \ field nonitnring

tolerance conditions. temp. alarm. remote con- 59A still available
trol panel. I

IInability to Loss of temp. 0.050 Not hazardous; if
:produce a monitoring ! temperature affects
temp. alarm, ability with- I 59B monitoring, alarms

out recoqni- ____will occur.

tion.ri ff



TABLE A. LOCALIZER FAILURE .ANALYSIS
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IDENTIFICATION FAILURE

ITEM I.f. CAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME No. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (X lX REMARKS

Course Power 60 Deliver an amplified UHF Loss of RF oss of course 4.727
Amplifier or carrier to the modulator. carrier. +SB and SBO

61 The carrier is modulated ignals. N
in the transmitter by the
1020 Hz I.D. tone and the
low frequency warning
signal.

Course Power 62 Provides 1020 Hz modulat- Loss of +20 oss of course 9.984
Amplifier or ed +20 volts to course volts. C+SB and SBO x
Power Supply 63 power amplifier. ;ignals. NA

Loss of all Loss of I.D. 0.493
modulation, radiation and x

warning sig- NB
nal capabi-
lity.

Sideband 64 Provides clearance SBO Loss of out- Loss of 2.631
Amplifier or signal to the sideband put signal, clearance x,

65 amplifier. SRO signal. N

Course Re- 66 Constructs the signals Failure caus- Upon failure, ].116 Since any signal
Combination used for monitoring ing a loss (or an immediate degradation suf-
Circuits course position, ccurse incorrect) of transfer 6 ficient to be out

width, percent modulation signal to the followed by of tolerance has
and RF power, on course or an immediate the same net ef-

course sensi- shutdown will fect, all possible
tivity moni- occur. failure modes may
tors. be treated on an

aggregate basis.

Clearance Re. 67 Constructs the signals Failure caus- Upon failure, 0.311 SDM, DDM, and/or
Combination for monitoring the ing a loss (or an immediate ' RF alarms on the
Circuits clearance DDM, percent incorrect) transfer 67 monitors are de-

modulation, and RF power, signal to the followed by pendent on speci-
clearance an immediate fic failure

monitors, shutdown will characteristics.
occur.

Course An- 68 Radiate the course Failure caus- Upon failure, 1.347

tenna Array position siqnal. ing a loss an immediate X6
(or incorrect) transfer 68
signal to the followed by
course moni- an immediate
tors. shutdown will

*1,
occur.

4fI

A-15
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IDENTIFICATION FAILURE

ITEM I.D. FAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME No. MUNCTION MODE EFFECT (Xx10) DEMARKS

Clearance 69 Radiates the clearance Failure caus Upon failure, 0.615
Antenna signals. a loss (or an Inmedlate ,
Array incorrect) transfer fol- 69

signal to lowed by an
the clear- immediate shut-
ance monitor down will occur

A-16
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APPENDIX B

GLIDESLOPE SUBASSEMBLY FAILURE MODES AND RATES

NOTE: In the failure analysis tables a single asterisk super-

script (X*k ) indicates that the failure rate for that failure

mode is different from the corresponding value for the CAT. III

system as given in Ref. 3. A double 
asterisk superscript (,*)

indicates a completely new failure mode. All other failure rates

are from Ref. 3.



TABLE 3. GLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE I OF 11

IDENTIFICATTON F I UFAILURE

ITEM I.D, FAILURE FAILURE RATE
NAME NO, FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (o xio6 ) REMARKS

Control Unit 01 The control unit processes reneration Causes a 3.IP %* iS the

alarms received from the of an transfer to fai a t
monitor channels, providing erroneous standby. Al failure rate
signals to transfer main transfer fo a
to standby, to shut down signal. ( = allowine a1 A2 spontaneous
both transmitters, or to 1.829) transfer toindicate a monitor mis- standby trans-
match. In addition, the mitter.
control unit generates is the
inhibit signals, displays lA2 failure
both locally and remotely rate for parts
transmitter status, and which can fail
displays various power/ such that a
temperature alarm condi- transfer istions. Operational fea- made & a per-
tures, such as bypass of sisting trans-
monitors, main unit se- fer signal
lect. and memorization of will causealarms are also associated shutdown.with the control unit.

Generation Immediate 2.982

of an system shut- .V
erroneous down. 1B
shutdown
signal due
to alarm
processing
circuitry.

Inability te Monitoring of 2.870 V is the fai-
process a the integral * IDI lure rate
transfer course, sensi- '1D for parts allow-
signal. tivity, I.D., (X*D ing faulty signal

and/or clea- 101 to persist.
rance is 1.140) X* is the part
virtually ''1D2 0
rendered (1X'D
useless. 0.913) including only

( failures which

"103 would not re-
1.730) sult in an "ABN"

or "MONITOR MIS-
MATCH" indication.

) is the

D3 failure
rate for parts
preventing trans-
fer & resulting
in shutdown upon
attempting trans-
fer.

Inability Loss of remote 1.143
to process recognition of
any or all respective 1J
power/envi- alarm condi-
ronmental tions.
alarms.

" +"T~~~~~~~~~~~~i: i.. . .. . .. ....... : ':i + : :( :..... +,: " .... .. +........,. .,+
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TABLE 3, GLIDESLOPE CAILURE ANALYSIS
____________________________rAGE ? 0611

IDENTIFICATION

FAILURE

ITEM I.D. FAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME NO. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (XxiO6 ) REMARKS

Control Unit 01 Generation The main trans 1.039
(CONTINUED) of an erro- mitter is shut ,*

neous con- down for at IM
trol signal least 20 sec.
that shuts independent
down the of the persis-
main trans- tence of the
mitting unit erroneous

control signal

Generation The monitor 0.232
of a con- channels are
tinuous in- inhibited and, iS
hibit to hence, ren-
the monitor dered totally
channels, useless.

Inability to If another 0.345
process a failure occurs
main inhibit which initi- IT
to the ates a trans-
monitor fer, an
channels. immediate

shutdown will
occur since
the monitors
are not inhi-
bited during
the transition
period.

Loss of +12 All control 0.28
volts in logic is x *
control rendered use- AA
unit power less. Both
supply, transmitters
(Note: loss shut down;
of switched monitor chan-
28v is also nels, however,
included.) are inhibited

and, hence,
do not alarm.

P U

7 I -m m.



TABLE B. GLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 3 OF 11

IDENTIFICATION FA ILURE

ITEM I.D. FAILURE FAILURE RATE
NAME No. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (xX 106) PEMARKS

Control
Unit 01 Inability to Loss of near 0.262
(CONT.) process near field moni- /

field monitor toring capa -
alarms in city.
delay circuit
cards.

Inability to No remote in- 2.043
process a dication of a X**
monitor mis- monitor mis- IY
match condi- match condi-
tion, failing tion.
to generate
an "abnormal"
indication
at the remote
control panel

Inability to No remote 0.908
process an indication of \**
antenna mis- an antenna "IZ
alignment misal ignment.
alarm, fail-
ing to gene-
rate an "ab-
normal" indf-
cation at the
remote con-
trol panel.

'II

9-4
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TABLE B. GLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 4 OF 11

IDENTIFICATION I

FAILURE

ITEM I.D, FAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME NO. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (KX106) REMARKS

.Course Trans. 02 The course transmitter in Loss or de- Loss of all 6.734 Transfer would
sitter (MAIN Or conjunction with the 10 gradation of course signal n not occur on
or STANDBY) 06 watt amplifier delivers UHF carrier, radiation, N failure of stand-

(N) a UIHF carrier to the affecting the by unit.
modulator. entire glide-

path angle and
width.

Clearance 04 The clearance transmitter Loss or Loss of clear- 1.914 Transfer would
Transmitter or supplies a UHF carrier degradation ance coverage N not occur on
(NAIN or 08 modulated at 150 Hz which of the 150 Hz of approach NA failure of stand-
STANDBY) is used to ensure low modulation, angle. (Pure by unit.

approach angle coverage, carrier radia-
ted).

Loss or Loss of clear- 6.734
degredation coverage of x,
of UHF car- approach NB
tier. angle.

10 Watt Am- 05 the 10 watt amplifier Loss or Loss of all 0.686 Transfer would not
plifier (MAIN or merely amplifies the degradation course signal X occur on failure
or STANDBY) 09 course UHF carrier, of IHF radiation. N of stand-by unit.

carrier.

Modulator 03 Provides course UHF Loss of low Loss of the 2.613 Transfer would
(MAIN or or carrier amplitude modu- frequency os- following sys- X not occur on
STANDBY) 07 lated by a 90Hz and cillator tem signals: NA failure stand-

150 Hz signal, CSE C+SB. (14.4 kHz) 1. LF 150 by unit.
It provides the course resulting in 2. SB in cleo-
SBO signal; a low fre- loss of all rance C+SB
quency 150 Hz signal 90Hz and 3. Course SBO
which feeds the clearance 150 Hz modu- 4. SB in
transmitter. (Two freq- lation. course C SB
uency glideslope only:
no clearance signal from Loss of UHF Loss of SB in 0.427
the one frequency glide- carrier to course C+SB
slope). digital phas- signal and NB

, ing ckts. (to course SO
either or signal.
both of the
90 and 150
phase shif-
ter)
Loss of 90 or Out of tole- 1.453150 Hz dlvi- rance course X
ders, syn- C+SB and SOO, NC
chronization And. for two
circuitry or frequency
90/150 Nz glideslop*,shtft regis- clearance C+SIters. signals,

B-5
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TABLE 3, GLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 5 OF 11

IDENTIFICATION FAILURE

ITEM I1D. FAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME NO. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT ixXx1O REMARKS

Modulator 03 Loss ofX 32  Slight dis- 2.426 Not hazardous.
(MAIN or or tortion of
STANDBY) 07 driving signal the course ND(OTNE)to delay line CS n B
(CONTINUED) (either the C+SB and SO

90Hz or 150 Hz signals.

phase shifter)

Loss of X1 6  Distortion 2.426 Not hazardous.

driving signal somewhat more x
to the delay than 32of

lines (either the coursethe 90 Hz or C+SB and SBO

150 Hz phase signals.
s hi fters).

Lossf Out of toler- 2.8.32
ance course
C+SB and SBO NPor signal signals.

to the delay
line, (either
the 90 Hz Or
150 Hz phase
shi fters)

Loss of +90, Out of toler- 1.302
-90, +15O, or ance C+SB x
-150 Hz phase signal. NG
shifter RF
signal.

Loss of +90, Out of toler- 0.5234
-90, +150, or ance SBO
-150 Hz phase signal."'NG1
shifter RF
signal.

Loss of the Out of toler- 1.176 The one frequency
150 Hz sinu- ance clear- , glideslope does not
soidal signal ance C+SB NH radiate a clearance
for clearance signal. signal.
transmission.

Lourse Moni- 34 Provide monitoring of Loss of moni- Loss of 1 of 12.918 If another corresp-
tor Channels or the course position path toring ability 2 monito-'. , onding monitor
(I or 2) 35 angle (DDM), the % modu- producing Now dependent NA alarm failure occur-
(MAIN) lation (SON) and the alarms, on remaining red in the remaining

course UHF power level, monitor for monitor, glideslope
system con- gill transfer, then
trol. shutdown.

Loss of moni- Loss of 1 of 5.065 If the same failure
toring ability 2 monitors. occurs in the rmaining
producing Now dependent NB monitor, hazardous
no alarms, on remaining radiation will go

monitor for undetected.
system con-
trol.

8-6
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TABLE B, GLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE £ OF 11

IDENTIFICATION FAILURE

ITEM I.D. FAILURE FAILURE RATE
NAME NO. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (0X106 ) REMARKS

Sensitivity 37 Provide monitoring of Lass of moni- Loss of 1 of 9,596 If another corres-
Monitor or the course width (DOM) toring abi- 2 monitors. P* ponding DOM failure
Channels 38 lity produc- Now dependent NA Occurs in the re-
(I or 2) ing alarms, on remaining maining monitor,
(MAIN) monitor for glideslope will

system control transfer, then
shutdown,

Loss of Loss of 1 of 3.121 If the same failure
monitoring 2 monitors. * occurs in the re-
ability Now dependent NB maining monitor.
producing on remaining hazardous radiatirn
no alarms, monitor for will go undetected.

system control

If another corres-Near Field 43 Provide monitoring of Loss of mo- Loss of 1 of 11.099 pondinq monitor alarm

Monitor or the near field course nitoring 2 monitors. failure occurred in
Channels 1 44 position path angle (DDM) ability Now dependent NA the remaining monitor,
or 2 producing on remaining immediate glideslope

alarm, monitor for shutdown will result.
system control

Loss of mo- Loss of I of 3.822 If the same failure
nitoring 2 monitors. occurs in the re-
ability Now dependent NB maining monitor,
producing on remaining hazardous radiation
no alarm, monitor for will go undetected.

system control

Clearance 40 Provide monitoring of Loss of mo- Loss of 1 of 13.273 If another cor-
Monitor or of the clearance DOM, % nitoring 2 monitors. responding moni-
(Channels 41 modulation, and clear- ability pro Now dependent NA tor alarm failure
I or 2) ance UHF power level. ducing alar on remaining occurred in the
(MAIN) (Two frequence glideslope monitor for glideslope will

only. No clearance system control transfer, then
signal frcm the one shutdown.
frequency glideslope).

Loss of mo- Loss of 1 of 5.077 If the same failure
nitoring 2 monitors. occurs in the re-
ability Now dependent NB maining monitor,
producing on remaining hazardous radiation
no alarm. monitor for gll go undetected.

system control

Near Field 28 The near field peak de- Loss of Loss of the I.I5
Peak Detector tector receives its in- detected input signal \

put signal from a near output sig- to the nedr
field antenna. The nal. field monitor
received RF signal is channels,
representative of the causing a
course alignment. The shutdown.
peak detector then con-
verts to the RF signal
into a low-frequency sig
nal, both DC & AC. The
DC is representative of
the course RF power; the
AC is the demodulated

__ _90it5n Hz course signals.

r B-7.,, *- .;'



TABLE B. GLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE 7 OF 11

IDENTIFICATION
FAILURE

ITEM I.D, FAILURE FAILURE RATE

NAME NO. FUNCTION MODE EFFECT (Xxlo) REMARKS

Course Peak 19 The course peak detector Loss of Loss of input 1.115
Detector receives a simulated detected to monitor X

course position input sig- output channels, 20A
nal. This input signal is signal. causing trans-
obtained by a combination fer, then
of signals obtained by shutdown.
proximity probes at the
radiating antennas. The
peak detector then converts
the RF signal into a low
frequency signal, both DC
and AC. The DC is repre-
sentative of the RF power;
the AC is the demodulated
90/150 Hz signal.

Sensitivity 22 The sensitivity peak Loss of Loss of input 1.115
Peak detector receives a simu- detected signal to the X
Detector lated input signal, repre- output sensitivity 22

sentative of the course signal. monitor
width (displacement sensi- channels,
tivity). This input is causing trans-
obtained by a combination fer, then
of signals obtained by shutdown.
proximity probes at the
radiating antennas. The
peak detector converts the
RF signal into a low-
frequency signal, both DC
and AC. The DC is repre-
sentative of the RF power;
the AC is the demodulated
10,150 Hz signal.

Clearance 25 The clearance peak detec- Loss of Loss of input i.115
Peak tor receives a simulated detected signal to
Detector clearance input signal. output clearance 25

This input signal is ob- signal, monitors,
tained by a combination of causing trans
signals obtainec, from both fer, then
proximity probes and a shutdown.
sampled signal of clearance
C+SB and SBD. This RF
input S Inal is converted
to a low frequency signal,

both AC and DC. The DCIis representative of 'he
clearance RF power; the
AC is the demodulated
90/150 Hz clearance signal.
(Two frequency glideslope
only. No clearance signal
from the one frequency
glideslope).

a- A



TABLE B. GLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

PAGE R OF i

IbENTIFICATFON

ITEM I.D. FAILURE FAILURE RATE
NAME NO. FUNCTION MODF EFFECT (,xX1O1) REMARKS

Changeover 10 The changeover and test Inability Any failure 0.221 Essentially
and Test circuits provide the auto- to change- on the main renders the
Circuits matic changeover capability over trans- unit, which XlOA standby unit

(Peak De- for the redundant trans- mitting should only useless.
tector mitting units. It selects units by generate a
Excluded) upon command from the switching changeover to

control unit which trans- circuits. STANDBY, will
mitting unit rat!:ttes into result in a
the antennas. system

shutdown.

Premature If in MAIN, a 0.134 Essentially
transfer of transfer to renders either
transmitting STANDBY will lOB the Main or
units to occur; if in Standby trans-
antennas by STANDBY, a mitters useless.
switching transfer to
circuits. OFF will oc-

cur. This is
due to momen-
tary loss of
signal.

Total loss Alarms on 0.2750 0.** 0 2851

(or incor- monitor chan- ** IOD
rect phasing) nels initiate 'OD for null refer-
of course a transfer tn (2 freq. ence glideslope.
SBO signal standby and or side
of the maln system oper- band ref.)
unit. ates un

standby.

Loss of any Im....ate 1.951
one or all shutdown after
of: CSE C+SB an liitnnAtic tOE
CSE SBO, CL t-ansfPr.
C+Sb, (to > 1  E1main trans- 0.466
mitter). (Each pin
(No CL in switch
one frequenc circuit)

.~_lideslope). _

Distribution 11 The UHF distribution cir- A loss, Since a fai- 1.231 is the
Circuits cuits combine and distributidegradation lure of this 'IA

(Antennas the CSE C+SB, CSE SBO, and or incorrect type is inde- 11 failure rate for

Included) CL C+SB signals to the phasing of pendent of (2 freq.) degradation of

three 2-lambda antennas. any signal the transmit- SBO signal only.

(No CL signal from null feedings any ting unit ( X11 0 O
reference or side band one of the (signal paths null ref.,
reference glideslope). three an- common to

tennas. both trans- ,11 =.635

nitters), an side band
immediate ref.)
shutdown after
an automatic IlA
transfer will 0.0101
occur.

1 . I
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TABLE B. 5SLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___PAGE 9 OF 11

IbENTIFICATIONFALR

ITEM I.D. FUCINFAILURE FAILURE RATEREAK
OAHE NO, NUCIO ODE EFFECT (XlO 6) REAK

URF Recoin- 12 The UHF recombining cir- A loss, The actual1 0.778
bining cuits, receiving Input from degradation field radia-
Circuits and proximity detector probes, or incorreci tion is unaf- \
Probes (Peak combine the CSE C+SS, CSE phasing of fected.
Detectors S8O and CL C+S8 to provide an signal Howver. the
Excluded) inputs to monitors for feeding any monitor chan-

monitoring the course posi- of the nels believe
tion, displacement sensi- ~monitors. an *out of
tivity and clearance tolerance,
radiation. (No CL signal condition
from one frequency glide- exists and
slope). initiate a

transfer;
since the
circuitry is

comon to
both trans-
mitting unitsi
the monitors
will again

Sense an "out
of tolerance*
condition and
initiatea
shutdown.

Near Field 18 Provides the input for the A loss or The erroneous 0.098
Antenna and three near field monitors. degradation (or total
Power Split- of signal loss of) Sig- X8

3.ter (Peak feeding the nal is pro-
Detectors monitors. cessed as

~ 1Excluded) a near field
al1arm,
resulting in
transfer and
shutdown after
the nominal
time delay.



TABLE 3. GLIDESLOPE CAILURE ANALYSIS

______________ _______________________PAGE_10_OFI

IDENTIFICATION,p FA I LURE

-,E FAILURE FAILURE RATEITEM ID, FUNCTION 6 EEMARKS

.J NAME NO. MODE EFFECT (Xx0O

Battery 13 The battery charger sup- Loss of System will 10.477 Not hazardous;
Charger or plies all the electric charge out- operate 3 hours X redundancy of

14 power to all the equip- put voltage on batteries NA remaining char-
ment of the glideslope (note: the after charger ger and the two
station. In addition, nominal failure, batteries provide
to supplying the power output vol- negligible pro-
to the electronic tage is bability of
equipment, It ensures 30 volts station shutdown.
that a full charge is DC)
constantly maintained
on both batteries. Charger No immediate 0.801 Not hazardous;

failure in- effect on sys- N both transmittersIn the event of a pri- dication tem operation. /\NB still availablethe two batteries only while after downgrade.output vol-
(in parallel) supply tage isthe necessary DC power, still main-

tained on
charger.

Loss of e- No immediate 6.436 Not hazardous;
qualize effect on sys- a total discharge
voltage ca- tem operation./\C of the batteries
pability - can occur only
either man- after the system
ual and/or is operated on
automatic, batteries for
(note: the some extended
equalize period of time
voltage is (greater than 3
a nominal hrs). System"i33 volts D(1 operation on bat-

thus pro- teries is a result
viding a of either primary
"hard power failure or
charge" to a charger failure.
the bat-
teries.

DC/DC Con- 15 Each of the DC/DC con- Loss of anj Station main- 6.598 To result in a
verter or verters transforms the one or all tains normal station shutdown,
No. I or 2 16 +30 volts nominal input of the fol- operation on I both converters

voltage to 3 different lowing vol- remaining con- must 'ail.
output voltages: +5.5V, tages: verter voltages
-18V, and -50V. The out, +5.5V, -18V Each of the
put voltages of each -50V. converter vol-
converter are respec- tages 4s
tively used in parallel sensed in the
and feed both modula- control unit
tors in the system, for abnormal

tolerances.

Temp Sensors 17 The temperature sensors Failure Immediate shut 0.100 ITemperature alarm is
provide alarm Indica- producing down of loptional for
tions whenever the an alarm glideslope 17A CAT. II.
temperature exceeds or indication, station.
drops below pre-set
limits. These limits
are set to give Indi-
cation of air-condl-
tioner/heater failures.( 'A

B-If



TABLE B. GLIDESLOPE FAILURE ANALYSIS

_____________ ____________ _______ _________PAGE 11OF I

IDENTIFICATION FAI LURE

ITEM IoD. FAILURE FAILURE RATE
NAME NO. FUCINMODE EFFECT (XXlO) REAK

Teo" Sensors 17 failure pro- There are two 0.100 Not hazardous;
(CONTINUED) &icing no sensors (thermo. if temperature

alarm fndica- couples)- on 178 affects system
tion. for hi gh temps operation, other

anud on for alarms will
low temps. A occur.
failure of this
type in one of
the sensors doe,
not affect the
operation of
the other.
"ence, the only
effect is the
loss of temp.

one temperature
exireme (high
or low).

misaligient 49 The misalignment de- Loss of align- Erroneous shut- 4.915
Detector tector detects perm.- aent detection down of the

nent misalignment or producing an glideslope \9A
deformation of the alarm, station.
glideslope antenna
tower. A nominal 135 _ _____

seconds delay is pro-Losfvideds tooocs align- Although the 2.354)
alarms sinprces toermnt detection near field moni.
vibrats nd twnd producing no tors detect /496viraios ndwid alarm. field radiation,
loadings can occur, an erroneous

signal radia-
tion can still
exist since
tower misalign-
ment in the
hori zontal
plant chiefly
affects the
width of the
glide path
angle and the
clearance
radiation.

3-12
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TABLE C-1. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROMAILITIES

PAGE 1OF 1

4 1. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION DI)N SIGNALUt DUE TO EQUIPMENT FAILURE.

CALCULATION

PCSEDNPrXIT X PNF X TRE P

WHR *NNF F! IN CSEDDN PCF is a conditional factor, expressing
PCF -the fact that all DON monitoring

PXNTCSE X ~NT ~must be lost before radiation of aPXNTtCSEDN+ PNOF X 'NTCEDMfaul ty DON signal in order forCSECNsuch a signal to be undetected.

PINT (XN 11) XXINN f, PINT is the probability of
CSEDN CSE CSEOWR failure of course integral

monitoring circuitry
(hidden failure).

PM - (X "O 1I) 2 + (X" + X ) is the probability of a hidden
FF FF 49F IE F! failure in the far field DON

X MI monitoring circuitry.

~xrK= P Is the probabilityPX SERDO N TCS *M O"MCED that an actual faultyDONon"I course DON will be
4 radiated. with no other

parameters being
affected.

pF DEA CSDDN P Is the probability that
DELA T!N DELAY an actual faulty course

CSEDN + 'NTCEOMDON will be radiated
CSEDN CSDONwithin the 70-second delay

of the far field monitor
PINT alarm. If the far field

monitor Is monitored In
X 7SDN 0 SEC. the control tower,

M1 PFDELAY 0.*

X kM .S 70 SEC.
DON

Ml*Preventive maintenance interval to check for hidden failures.
(One week (166 hours) is assumed).

I"2 -If landinqs are not allowed with monitor mismatchC'iif mismatch condition present CASN light in tow).
1 1- Otherwise.

C-2



TABLE C-1. LocALIZER FAULTY SIGN4AL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PAGE 2 of 111

1.PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION DMN SIGNAL
DUE TO EQUIPMENT FAILURE. (CONTINUED)

FAILURE RATE DATA

X"ON CS XIB 5.62X V'

XNOFF ,, 4'42 X 10-

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLONE WITH 'OrN LIGHT ON:

>1 ;X 1  -X + * 1~'140 X 10-"

X19F - 1.63 X 104

XIE - 1.113X X l \NDN -x 0 X ;I is

XX. - 0.43 Xf10

'\3F -2.832 X1M

X - 6.0 XV

X,,- o.070 XV-

\II- 1.209 X 106

~~3 -o09 i61XV

X, 1. 347 X 1T'

XNT'CSE = 18.13 X 06

C- 3



TABLE C-1. LoCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PAGE 3 OF 14

1, PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION )W. SIGNAL
DUE TO EQUIPMENT FAILURE. ((CONTIN ED)

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR 4ISMATCH
CONDITION PRESENT:

Pzm.¢~om  -(5.e X r10-. 168 0',) + (1.1110 X 1V" ) • 1] H
P'NTCSE ac .92 X M0-4

CSE ow

PxTRC~o,- M.46 X M0.4 + 1.92 X W4 5.9 X 10- )
0N .iix 6 x4+. x m' 55. xlra 4

- 1.9W X 1.c 92x 10"4 . 70/3600. (]8.13 x 10"6X 701%ry,)FFDELAY 30.46 + I. '  168 HR

a .4 X 10

cs (3.48 X 10)(1,92 X 10"4)(55.19 X 10-8)(3 X0, X 1 o -

,, -~ 1.12 X lO'0°+ 4.667 X W10 '-t, .0 X6~ x l-

IF LANDINGS ARE ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINTcsoo - (5.62 X 10.' • 168 WR + (1. %7 X 10" ) 168 ..

- U.174 X 04

PRoNr -F a (4.422 X 10" . 168 HR) + (1.63 X 10"6  1.143 X 1 6 ) 168 HR

a 12.09 X 10'

PXNTaC 30.46 X 10-4

m --

CS t

C-4



TABLE C-i. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROABILITIES

PAGE f OF i

1 PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION DDm
SIGNAL DUE TO EQUIPMENT FAILURE. (COrNTI[N.,)

CF (11.7k X W4 )(12.15 X le"4')  X10

PFF DELAY a 4.67 X 1' 16

PCSED m  0 (4.6 X i41)(U1.74 X 10)"4)(]2.09 X ]r 4 )°(3D';6 X ri')

I + 4.6 X r "
-6

PCSEooN - 2.23 X -12

t -

iC 5



TABLE C-1. LocAuZER FAULTY S16NAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

7~4: PAGE 5 OF 14

2. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION SDM SIGNAL,
I .E., INCORRECT PERCENTAGE MODULATION.

CALCULATION

PCSE SN PCF XPINTOMU E X P~tCEO

PCF SOIE CF is a conditional factor expressing
~RMT + ~the fact that all monitoring which

PITCSE Sam PNSlI/SEN will detect in SON fault.

(PNT ) must be lost before
SNSNtransmission of a

faulty SON Signal (PXMTCS

alaormsr foro boh th coen
intal o nietreathe ei

tinitye integral monitorsg ohr
+ ~~~~control unit sc htafut

~uneteted Tis athe prbailt
CSESON X14TRCEpressesO that ta ata faulty

~~~course SON signalcas
plarmes re afftecred. O

SPrvenivemaitennceintrva tochek efra hiddnfilures.adtesni

12 I ladigs renotalowe w timoitor istgrmonttchwhc
ffla~sar codiio psasen proesin ligh intowr)

PX?1TR f -XT Otherwise.e robbiit

CSE SE CE tht a actal fult
sonSONso corseSOCsina



TABLE C-1. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROMAILITIES

(2 PAGE 6 w ,4

2. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION SM IGNwAL,

I.E., INCORRECT PERCENTAGE MODULATION. (CMJTPIUED)

FAILURE RATE DATA

xOCSE " V, " s .x 

* EN - - 3.12 XV'

IF LANDINS ARE NOT ALLMED WITH "M r LIGHT ON:

K,, m X101 + X;s 1.14 X Vr6

4is 1.,3 x x -0

XXTCS 1\3 - l01 X 10's

X120 - 0.070 X 10' 6

X1Zn - i.0 x 6

X13 0.951 X 10

X68 1.347 X M-'

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PI|.sWs,. (5 .62 X 10-6. 168 HR) + (3.]2X10 168  ,)a + (1.1l0 X l0• HR)I
- 8.91X1O? +2.75X V +1.92X" - 1.95 X1 4

Pvmc SESI 5.30 X M6-. 168 HR - 8.90 X V 4

C-7



TABLE C-I. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PAGE 7 OF 14

2, PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION SD SIGNAL,

I.E., INCORRECT PERCENTAGE MODULATION. (CONIIUED)

= 1.93 37!PCF 8.901.93 ,. 0.178
8.90 + 1.93

PCSE so - 0.178 - (1.93 X "4) -(8.90 X 14)

PCSEsoM - 3.0&2 X 10- 8

IF LANDINGS ARE AI.LOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINTsMISEN - (5.62 X 10-6 " 6168|P-
P1 NT0  + (1.%7 X M-s, 168 HR)

= 9.44 X 10-4 + 5.24 X 10-4 + 2.3 X 104 =1.70 X V-

SXmTRcsEsDM 8.90 X 04

PCF 17 = 0.657
8.90+17.0

PCSEso 0.657 -(1.70X 10-3) (8.90 X 10) = 9.918 X 10- 7

C-8

..........................................



TABLE C-1. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PAGE 3 OF 14

3. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT

TO COURSE RF POWER.

CALCULATI ON

PCSE PCF X PINT X PXMTRPIN CSERF  PXTCSERF

WHERE
PI NTCSR

PCF P NT CSERF PCF Is a conditional factor, express-
ing the fact that RF monitoring

T +must be lost before radiation ofCSERF CSERF a faulty RF signal in order for
such a signal to be undetected.

= MI) NR + Y N ° MI' PINT is the probability of
CSERF 'MONC CSERF failure of course RF inte-

gral monitoring circuitry
(hidden failure).

= XXMTRSR F * MI pT F is the probability that

CSERF CSERF an actual faulty signalwith respect to RF power
limit will be radiated,
with no other parameter
affected.

MI = Maintenance Interval (168 hours assumed)

2 If landings are not allowed with a monitor mismatch
= = condition present (ABN light in tower).

1-Otherwise.

FAILURE RATE DATA

5.62 X 10- 6

35B

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH".'.: LIGHT ON:

'I2ON I S2 1 ,40 X 1O"

OTHERWISE:

X IMON - D + 10 s 1.367 X 10'6

c-9
................. DI I



TABLE C-1. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PAGE 9 OF 14

3, PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT

TO COURT RF POWER. (CONTINUED)

FAILURE RATE DATA (CONTINUED)

XXMTRCSE 02B 7.150 X 10-6

RF -'60 4.727 X 106

X 62 - 9.94 X 10- 6

63B, - 0.413 X 10-

X3G - 1.302 X 107

"12F1 - 1.209 X 10 6

X13  = 0. 61 X 106
/ 68 - 1.347 X 10"

XXKTRCSER F = 27.09 X 10- 6

PXMTRCSER F = 27.09 X 10-6 ,16 HR - 45.51 X 10- 4

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINT = (5.62 X 10-6 . 168 HR) 2 + (.140 X 10-6 "168 HR) = 1. 92 X 10"
CSER F

.PCF 
=  = 4 .048 X 10 "2

45.51 +1.92

PCSE = (4.048 X 102)(1.92 10-4 )45.51 X 10 4  3.8 10- 8

IF LANDINGS ARE ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PrNT CSERF= (5.62 X 10 6 . 168 HR) + Q. 367 X 10 6 * 168 HR) = 11.74 X I0-4

PCF = 11.74 = 0,205
45.51 + 11,74

PCSER = 0.205 (11,74 X 10" ) (45.51 X 10"4)  i.m x 10"6

C-lu

7 7



TABLE C-1. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PAGE 10 OF 14

4. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT

TO COURSE WIDTH - SENSITIVITY DDM.

CALCULATION

PSENoD = PCF X PINTsEN X PXMTRSEN

WHERE

PCF = PINTSEN PCF is a conditional factor, asPXMTR + PINTsE N  previously described.

SEN TSEN
PNsN = (XMONEN MI) + IM(N ° MI PINTsE is the probability ofa

SEN* SEN failure of the sensitivity
DON integral monitoring
circuitry (hidden).

SPXMTRsEN S XMTRSEN MI PXMTR Is the probability thatSEN a signal that is faulty

with respect to course
width will be radiated,
with no other parameter
being affected.

MI = &iNTENANCE INTERVAL (168 HOURS ASSUMED)
M = 2- If landings are not allowed with ; mnnitnr

=( mismatch condition present (ABN light in tower).

,1 - Otherwise.

FAILURE RATE DATA

*ON sE 
3.12 X 10,1

SEN 388 398

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH MAi" LIGHT ON:

X1MON = 1,14O X 10- 6

OTHEFISE:

( X,1MON - 1.367 X I0"

C-il

wm m



TABLE C-1. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PG U OF 14

4. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL 
THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT

TO COURSE WIDTH - SENSITIVITY DD4,. (CONTINUED)

FAILURE RATE DATA (CONTINUED)

X X1TRSN: = 10"6

= 0.065 X 10-6
12D -6

~1A = 0. 2N X 10r

XXMTRsEN = 0.817X 10
-6

PXSTRsEN = 0,817 X 10-6 .168 HP, 1,37 X 10-

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A 
MONITOR MI.MATCH CONDITION PRESENT-

PINT =(3.12 X 10-
. 6 8 HP)2 + (1.140 X 10-6,168 HR) = 1.2 X 104

SEN

1.92 0.583

1.37 + 1,9

PSENDDM 0.583 - (1.92 X 10" )1.37 X i07') = 1.534 X M-8

IF LANDINGS ARE ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR 
MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

s6= (3.12 X 1 " 168 HR) + (1,367 X 10-6 1 5 X I-

PimTSE 37(735. 4 = 0,8L5X
PCF 75

1.37 + 7.54

SENDo o,8 6 - (7,54 X 104XI.37 X 10) = 8.73 X 10

C-12

I.SEND77
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TABLE C-I. LOCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PAGE 12 OF 14

5. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY CLEARANCE SIGNAL ("Dr., SDMi OR RF).

CALCULATION

PCL ' PCF X PINTCL X PXMTRCL

WHERE

PCF = PINTCL PCF is a conditional factor,

PXNTRC L + PINTCL 
as previously discussed.

P CINTL= * MI) + I9ON 'MI PINT is the probability of a
CLNCL CL hidden failure of the

clearance monitoring
circuitry.

pXMTR /\XMTR 'I PXMTR is the probability that the
CL CL CL radiation of the clearance

signal will be faulty with
respect to DOM, SON or RF
parameters.

MI = Maintenance interval (168 hours assumed)

2 - If ldndings are not allowed with a monitor mismatch

condition present (ABN light in tower).

- Otherwise.' 
FAILURE PATE DATA

MON A~ 4 5.78 X 10~

XIMON = 1.140 X 10-6

OTiERWISE:

i \IMON - 1.367 X 10"-6

C-1

C- 3



TABLE C-1. LoCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL. RADIATION PROBABILITIES

PAGE 13 OF 14

5. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY CLEARANCE SIGNAL (DDM,
S3M OR RF).

FAILURE RATE DATA (CONTINUED)

\XNTRC 4A -1.w46X V
CL X48  - 7.150 X]0'

5 - 1.5X106

3H 1,52X 10-

31 - 0.388X 1T'
X3J _ 0. 75 X 10-6

>\2F1 - 1.2M9 X 1.0-66
X12E = 0.07M X 10-

K14  = 0.14 X 1'

X69 = 0.615 X 10.6

X64 = 2.631X JW6

XXTR -262 X 10-6
CL

PA14TRC =26.26 X 10 6.M8 H.R - 44.12X 10-

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINT CL 5.n8X 10-. BI8 HR)2 + (1.14O X10-6 .168 HR) _ 1.g2X10-4

PCF =___ - 4X XX10-
44.1J2 + 13

~C (~j7X10-2 4 4 8
PCLVA )(1.92 X 10- )('44.12 X 10f) 3.551 X 10-

IF LANDINGS ARE ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINT CL (5.78 X10 -1IMHR) +(1.%7 X1 6  68 u]. X]y

PCF 12.01 . 0.214
44.12 + 12.01

PCL =0. 214 (12. 01 X10)(44.2 X10) 1.133 X] 1(-

C- 14



TABLE W-. LoCALIZER FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES

AT TE FA FILD OLY.P~aE 14 OF i14
6. PROBASILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL GIVING A FAULTY COURSE POSITION

P~ P~X~,~XPFCSEDII FONLYELA

P
-C MNFF .... Pt,, is a codtional factor, as previously

M'F CSEMM

P -14)'+ Xg~+ No M P is the probability of a hiddenP "FF (X MFF 14 1A 11+ ,) M OFF failure in the far field DON monitor-
ing circuitry.

FF is unpredictable, being a function P is the probability that the ILS
PFCSE 1 4 of runway activity. FF signal will be faulty with respect

(P 0assmed or he CEUM to DON tolerance at the far field(P~sEMM 0asued foate. due to external runway disturbances
base ase.)during the critical landing phase

of a landing (assumed to be 30
seconds for the base case).

P F.P FF7 E P is the probability that the I15FF~NL~,~ CEw. 30SEC WONL A signal will be faulty with respect
ONLYELAYMM LDELA StoDONtolerance at the far field

due to external di'sturbances
during the 70 second delay of the

4 far field monitor alarm.

j I FAIUIE FAE DTA

IF LMNiINGs ARE NOT ALLOBE WITH "AIN LIGHT ON:

P -(4.422 X10 - 18 HR) 2 5.51.9X 10-

OIHERWISE: -

499 1-63 Xi1O

1 .143 X 10
P (4.42 Xi 106 168HR)+ (1.63 X ID- + 1.143 X 10- )i6-209Xi104

PFF P F P O+ 1O'- SE BASE CASE)
ONLY MNOF 30SEC

C-1

c-Is 011! 11



TABLE C-2. LocALIZER SHUTDOWN PROBABILITIES

PAGE 1 OF 14

1. SINGLE FAILURES IN THE LOCALIZER EQUIPMENT THAT CAUSE IMMEDIATE

LOCALIZER SHUTDOWN.

CALCULATION

P - DXSINGLE FAILURES X TC

ASINGLE FAILURES: 1A2A 1- X le

XA -0. 88 X V'

X1F- 2.437 X W0.6

X1, - 0.%]6 x f

X6 i "M X M-

-6

1\68 -1.4X10

X69G - 0.615oX10' 6

'\34G - o.asmx M6

'\4 =OM x0-6

X4E - 1i sm x V

'\49" - 0.6M X 1-

\9A -010X1-

~20A ' .891
2 ~OB -0.3r X 11-6

X23A =0.789 X10'

1\26A *0.789 X 10-
\6s 6

X- 2. S7 X10'

TC Critical Landing Time Interval

FOR A CRITICAL INTERVAL OF 30 SECOIU
Ps 20.537 X 10'6 30 SEC (20.537X 0

ps - 1. M1X 10- 7

C-16



TABLE C-2. LOCALIZER SHUTDOWN PROBABILITIES

PAGE 2 OF 14

2. FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTING UNIT AND A FAILURE IN THE STANDBY

TRANSMITTING UNIT. BOTH FAILURES OCCUR WITHIN THE CRITICAL PHASE

OF THE LANDING, AND IT IS IMMRATERIAL WHICH FAILURE OCCURS FIRST.

CALCULAT I ON

PA - PAT X P

WHERE

PA+T is the probability of loss of the min transmitting umit or spontaneous

transfer due to single failures In the control unit.

PS is the probability of loss of the standby transmitting unit.

PAB [XA + xA 1- s .Tc] (.T')

. - ~~~\*A -z 3. 1 X 10-' '3 99IX1-

X2A - 1.46 X V0 6  X7A - 1445 106

x60 - 4.727 XIC0 N 61 - 4.m7X V-'

1\2- 9.984 X1 V 63  - qfiX17

n - 7.150 X 106  X78 7.15 X V 6

N43  - 28 75X 10"' N,, -05 JX 10-6

-6 2.631 X10' XIS 2.631 X 10-
XA 2. 13 X M. XBA - 2.413 X 10- 6

4 , O 713 X 10'6  X - o.41 X l "61\ -c I,2 X 10-6 X10 - , 25 x jo'6

S-2.1X 10- 6  N -]2.82 X 10-

39 - ,4X 10-6  Xn - 0.13 X 106
x 6

XI 1,302 X ' 1..T2 X0
- 1.55 X Vo"  - 1.5% x M"1
-l 0.,8 x 104 .61 - .398 X 10 -6



TABLE C-2. LOCALIZER SHUTDOWN PROBABILITIES

PAGE 3 OF 14!I
2. FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTING UNIT AND A FAILURE IN THE STANDBY

TRANSMITTING UNIT, BOTH FAILURES OCCUR WITHIN THE CRITICAL PHASE

OF THE LANDING, AND IT IS IMATERIAL WHICH FAILURE OCCURS FIRST.

CALCULATION (CONTINUED)

x3J - 0.7% X 106  k -j - 0.7% X 106

6A - 3.949 X 10-6  X1 1A = 3.949 X 106

X,, - 13.134 X 10-6  XIB - 13.134 X V06

X12 - 0.1.34 X 10"6  1\2 - 0.134 X 10-6

X120 - 0.070 X -6- 83.1 X 10-6k"lZE = 0,070 X 10"6  310X1 "

SA  = 83.250 X 10-6

PAB p - (86.430 X 10"6 30 sec) • 0.3,11 X 10"6 30 SEC)

PA, -4 1 0-13j*-1
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3. A HIDDEN FAILURE IN THE EQUIPMENT WHICH ESSENTIALLY INHIBITS THE
J TRANSFER CAPABILITY OF THE TRANSMITTING UNITS AND THEN A FAILURE IN

THE MAIN TRANSMITTING UNIT,

CALCULATION

PAC XC X (PAX PC)XA + 'c

WHERE

AP is the probability of the loss of the main transmitting unit.

PC is the probability of the loss of the transfer to standby capability.

xC is the conditional probability that the hidden failures modes (XC)
,A \C will occur prior to a in transmitting unit failure that

initiates a transfer (,k).

P, = XA "Tc - (83.25 X 10" 6) 30 Sc 6.94 X IT7

PC =  
a - MI - C'I68HR

c 103l + 'IlT + X12A

103 - 1.73 X 10-6

ZT - 0.545 X10 6

A12A _ 0.22 X 10-6

- 2.L9 X 10-6

Pc - (2.49X 106) * 168 - R X 10"'

PAC , •(4.12 X IT4 ) (694 X 1T-7) 8.461 X 10"

2.49 +83.25

4
1

c-l9

,. -
. ..., .v...
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4. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF A FAULTY COURSE 0DM,
SD.N, OR RF PARAMETER FROM THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED BY
ANY FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN INITIATE

A TRANSFER.

CALCULATION

PSTYcsE _=__E X P8 X PA+T
CSE \' ~CSE

'71"AI XCSE

WHERE

PB is the probability of a failure that will result in the generation
CSE of a faulty course DDN, SOM, or RF parameter from the standby transmitter.

PA+T is the probability of loss of the main transmitting unit or spontaneous
transfer due to single failures in the control unit (previously identified).

CSE is the conditional probability that the standby

A Xi*A + X transmitter failure modes ( X ) will occur prior
'\ A CSE BCSEto a transmitter or control unit failure that

initiates a transfer (XA + XIAI) "

-6
CSE = 7.150 X 10" 6

X61 - 4.727 X 10"

63  9.9 X106

- 0.413X 10"6

8SF - 12.83 X 10-6

X8, - 1.3m2 x10.6 :

N CSE- 36.41 X 10-6

+ - . 10"6 + 3.18 X 10"1 86.43 X 10-6

)A IAl - 83.25 X1f. iXJ- 8.3XY
Pcs - X S •18HR - 61.16 X 10-4

PA+T a (XA + A) SEC - O.20X10'6

PSTSYCSE " 36.41 -(61.6 X 10"r) (0,720 X 106) - I, X 10'

86.43 +. 36.41

C- 20
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5. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF A FAULTY COURSE WIDTH (D)
PARAMETER FROM THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED BY ANY FAILURE IN
THE MAIN TRANSMITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN INITIATE A TRANSFER.

CALCULATION

% "IYE AA X8S!-- B X P A. T

+ANlAl SEN)

WHERE

s s the probability of a failure that will result in the generation of
SEN a faulty course width (0DM) parameter from the standby transmitter.

PA+T - previously identified

( A BSEN ) is a conditional probability factor,

+ "IA1 + ,.SEN as previously discussed

~SEN XBXF~8

_ 0.413 X 10- 6 + 2.832 X 10-6 + 1.3 X 10- 1 14.55 X 10- 6

\+ X. - 86.43X1if'6
A IAl

P8EN = - 168 HR - 24.44 X 104

PA+T = ( + A1 ) 30 SEC =J.7OX1O"6

1.546 10
PSTBYSEN 1.55 *(24.%4 X 10' 4) (0.720 X 10-) - 2.536 X 10'SN 8643 +14.55

k C-21
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6. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF A FAULTY CLEARANCE DDM,
SDrM OR RF PARAMETER FROM THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED BY ANY
FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN INITIATE A TRANSFER.

CALCULATION

TYCL CL) PB PA+T
, A1 + 8CP

WHERE

P3  is the probability of a failure that will result in the generation of a
CL faulty clearance DOM. SD or RF paramter from the standby transmitter.

PA+T " previously identified

XSCL )is a conditional probability factor.

N.A + N * + 8 as previously discussed.
A l~l CL

B. X = 1.446 X 10-6
% = 7.150 X 10-6

" 10.25 X 10"6

6S - 2.631 X 10"62, 1.552 XIT
-038X10-6"j _ 0.7r'' X 10- 6

= 24.17 ;' 10- 6

C L

+ 6A &AI 86,43 X 10-

PB = XBc 168 HR = 40.61 X 10- 6

PA+T = (A\A + AIA1 ) • 30 SEC 10.721 X 10

PSTBY = .. (40.61 K 10-6) (0,70 X 10" )  6.591 X 10"0
36.43 + 24.17

C-22



TABLE C-2. LOCALIZER SHUTDOWN PROBABILITIES
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7. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF A FAULTY I.D. SIGNAL (OR LOSS)
OF THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED BY ANY FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANS-

MITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN INITIATE A TRANSFER.

CALCULAT ION

PSB I ID + XPB8  XPA.T

XA +/lAl XID'

WHERE

PB is the probability of a failure that will result in the generation of a
ID faulty I.0. signal (or loss) of the standby transmitter

PA+T - previously discussed

XID + is a co nditional probability factor, as previously discussed.
;XA + \IA1 + /\ID

BID: X7 = 1.L X 16

X61  = 4.727 X ff

'\3 9.984 X 106

XIA 3,g49 X 10"6
%1 18  13.13L XX IIB- 13 M X10-6

SBZ "0.3M8 X 10.6

ABB2 - o

XBID -33.58 X 1 6

X+ * -6
A 1AI " 8.643 X

P5ID  - 10 168 HR - 56.41 X 10-4

PAT"(X 
+ X * ) - 30 SEC = IM'2 X 10-6

PA+T ' XA+XIAI ) ISc .fO fE

PSTBYID - 3. 8 .41. X 10")(3M4)(3,72CX 10 6) x x0-9

%.43 + 33.58

C-23
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8. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF ANY FAULTY PARAMETER

OF THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED 
BY ANY FAILURE IN THE MAIN

TRANSMITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN INITIATE 
A TRANSFER.

CALCULAT ION

+ X (X. "168) X PA+T

WHERE

PA+T previously identified

% is a conditional probability factor,

NA + X1A1 + B as previously discussed.

X8 - 83.110 X 106

xA + X A 86.43 X 10-'

Xe 168HR 39.6 X10 4

PA+T = C.A +XIAI) ' SEC =

Ps.Ty (..62 X 10 4) (0.72 X 10)= 5.071 X 10.

86.43 + 83,110

C-24
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9. POWER SUPPLY/CONVERTER FAILURES LEADING TO A SHUTDOWN.

CALCULATION

PpSlCONV = PCONVMAIN + PCONVFF + PPSFF

WHERE

PCONV is the probability of both main converters falling.
MAI N

PCONVFF is the probability of both far field monitor converters failing.

PPSF is the probability of the main power of the far field monitor failing.

PCoVAIN (X17 X 720 HR' -(Xi8 X 30 SEc)

PCONV = (X51A x 720 HR) * (X52A X 30 SEC)

PPSFF = (X50B + X'BATTFF ) X 720 HR1 - (X50A 30 SEC)

X17  X - 6.598 X 10"

'\51A S2A = 2.412 X 10"6

\ OA 5.790 X 106

Xo5B 0.519 X 10-6

BATTFF = 8.0 X 10"6  (Assumed)

PPSICONV = 2.61 X 1010 + 3.49 X 10-11 + 2.96 X 10-10 - 5,920 X 1010

1A monthly preventive maintenance cycle is assumed for power supply systems.

C-25
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10. BOTH COURSE /ID MONITORS FAILING, PR=iUCNG AN ALARM.

CALCULATION

IF LANINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MON11DR 
MISW4TaI CMITION PRESENT;

( csE/o 1 ( CSE/To 
"TC)2  (CASE 1)

PCSEIID = (1CSH/I Q) (*\CSE/ID "TC) (CASE 2)

AcSE/o " 'CSE/1D I XCSE/ID

XCSE/ 10: X351 = 13.539 X 10"

>34ik = 1.914 X 10 6

NCSE/10= 15.45 x 10"

PcsE/IO (1SS X 106.° 3) SEC)2  1.657 X 1T (CAS, 1)

PCSE/ID 115.'45 X 11-6 . 16 HR) (15.4c-X 10"6 30 SEC) 3.34l1X 10" 
°  (CASE 2)

(

-26
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11. BOTH SENSITIVITY MONITORS FAILING, PRODUCING AN ALAM1.

CALCULAT ION

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH

CONDITION PRESENT:

PSEX (X'SEN Tc)' (CASE 1)

PSEN - 'EM1M8 HR) ( SEN -*Td (CaS 2)

SEX = ~SEN1  SE

K =9.596 x In-
SEN1  38A

PSEN - (.5 X106 a U0sd .34X1- (CSE 1)

PSEN - (9.596 X106. 168 HR)(9-59E X 19" -30sEcd 1. 289 X 10" (CASE 2)

C- 27
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12. BOTH CLEARANCE MONITORS FAILING, PRODUCING AN ALARM.

CALCULATI ON

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWIED WITH A MONITOR MISM.ATCH
CONDITION PRESENT:

PCL (\CL • TC) 2 (CASE 1)

OTHmRWISE:

PCL = ( CL 168 HR)(,\CL Tc) (CASE 2)

CL CL =  CLI

NCU U 14.509 X 10 6

C L 43A

PCL U (14.509 X 10-6 30 SEC) 2 U .4 X 1014 (CC 1.'

-1

PCL U (14.509 168 HR ( i0"D 6  30 SEC) 2.947 X 1I0-1 (CASE 2)

C- 28
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13. BOTH FAR FIELD MONITORS/RECEIVERS FAILING, PRODUCING AN ALARM.

CALCULAT ION

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH

CONDITION PRESENT:

PF s (XFF *Tc) 2  (CASE 1)

OTHERWISE:

PFF a (FF "168 HI (X '"Tc) (CASE 2)

'\F ) F >"FF2

)l: X566 - 11-0.% x10'6

; 3 - 6.89X]o
6

>F, I = 180.0' X 10 6

\F iooxao6

PFF (18.00 X 10"6 . 30 sEC) 2 = 2.250 X 10"  (CE 1)

PFF (18.00 X 106 X 10"6 .3 sc) - 4.536 X 101 °  (CASE 2)

C-29
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TA3LE D-1. GLIDESLOPE FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBAIILITIES
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1. PROABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAJLTY COURSE POSITION (PATH ANGLE)
DD SIGNAL.

CALCULATION

PCSE Ow PCF X PINTME X PNONF X PXNTsM

WHERE

%mW,1 "PI.NT
PCF P1 CCF is a conditional factor,P x+ PN E expressing the fact that all

(PNNF PIT OC monitoring must be lostON CDON before radiation of a faulty
DON signal in order for such
a signal to be undetected.

PINT (km *M)M + -\INON a K PINT is the probability of
)cs1 CSE failure In the course

DD DONCS DONM integral monitor-
ing circuitry.

+~1ON (X + M! XW is the probability of aPMONNF - X NM VX IE 1q MNF hidden failure in the near
field DOM monitoring

circuitry.

PXNTR -XIXNTR ?I PXNTR is the probability
CSEODO CSEDON CSEDON that an actual faulty

course DOM will be
radiated, while no

other parameters
are affected.

u Preventive maintenance interval to check for hidden failures.
(One week - 168 hours - is assumed.)

12 -"If landings are not allowed with a monitor mismatch condi on
M Ip resent (AeN light in tower).

Otherwise.

D-2
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1. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION 
(PATH ANGLE)

DDM SIGNAL. (CONTINIED)

FAILURE RATE DATA

\,,c * * 106

MNONC " 34 358 - 5.065 X V'

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOVED WITH wAW LIGHT ON:

6XMo, X"D2 +\s 1.140 X 10

OTHRWISE:

114ON DI+X= 1.%7 X 10-'

Xmo.,F 0 X438 - X448 3.8 X 10"6

=; aas x "

X)IE 1.143 X V6

XXNTR csEDIN x3B - 0.47 X 10
6

X3F - V.832 X 10

XG - 1.302 X I V"6

XIoo 
- 0.070 X 10

6

\OE1I - O. X V0'

XII - 1.231 X 106

X14rCSEO M 16.33 X 10.

D-3
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TABLE D-i. GLIDESLOPE FAULTY SIGNAL R ADIATION PROBABILITIES
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1. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION (PATH ANGLE)

DDM SIGNAL. (CONTINUED)

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALGED WITH A F'UI1O MISMTCH MWITIOM PRESDET:

PINT - (5,065 X 10- 6  a HP) 2 + (1.14 X 10' ]a w
ME 7.24 X 10 .915 X V104 , 1.92 X 10-4

PMOF a [3 .92 X 10-6 + 0.22 X 10-6) 1!58 HR]Z + (1. 143 X 1-' 168 HR)
MF7 4 4a 4.71X10" +l.oX1 "  

- 1, a .92 XIT

,I"R Px DOM - 16.33 X 10-6. 18 HR - 27.43 X 1"4

PCF (1.92 XII) ) 2"- 1 0s

27.43 XIT + (1.92 X )

PCSEOM - (1.34 X 1 -. 92 X 10- ) - (1.92 X 10-4)* (27.43 X 10-")

PCSED " 1.370 X 10
15

IF LfANINGS ARE ALLWED WITH A MNITOR MISIFATCH (XNITION PRESENT:

PINT - (5.05 X i -6 .158 HR) + Q.367 X 106 ,168 HR)

CSE 851 X 10- 4 + 2.296 X 10-4 _ 1.08 X 10-3

.PMN - (4.18B4 X V0-168 M) + (1.143 X 10-6 .]68 HM - 8.78 X 10-4

PXTRcsE M = 27.43 X 104

PCF " (1.08 X 10- 3) (8.79 X 10- 4 )  _,- 3.46 X 10- 4

27.34 Ix 104+[(.8X 01 -8 8 04

PCSEON a(3.4I6X10-4 (.08 X 10-3) *(8.78 Xl1-4) -(27.43X 10-4)

PCEO - mo1 x 10-11

D-4

Pc- 3 X04'i X03)(.X04 (7q 04



TABLE D-1. GLIDESLOPE FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES
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2. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION SDM SIGNAL,
I.E., INCORRECT PERCENTAGE MODULATION.

CALCULATION

PCSESC - PCFXPSDIEN PX1. o

PI NTSW
PCF PC SO/ENis a conditional factor

+ PINT xpressifig the ?act that all
PXNTlh +P"S/E monitoring which will detectS ONM SO /E an SCON fault (P N O/ E

must be lost before trans-
mission of a faulty SON
signal (P "a ~ ) can go

PINT. -\O MI)*I ~ N is the probability of
SON/SEN NCSE (X"OSEN MN" 'TSON/SEN a hidden failure in

the integral monitoring
or Control unit such that a

+ XINON faulty Course SON signal would
10 undetected. This factor ex-
Presses thu fact that a faulty
Course SON signal would cause
alarm from both thu course
SON integral monitors and the
Sensitivity Integral monitors,
which share the sam processing
InR the control uni t

PonR XV fu PmIs the probabflity that
CSE SON CSESOM CSESON an adtual faulty course

SON Signal will be ra-
diated. while no other
paremeters are affected.

-Preventive maintenance interval to check for hidden failures.
(One week - 166 hours - s assued.)

-If andigs are not allowed with a monitor mismatch condition
present (AIM light In tower).( Otherwise.



TABLE D-1. GLIDESLOPE FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES
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2. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION SDM SIGNAL,

I.E., INCORRECT PERCENTAGE MODULATION. (C0NTIMIUE)

FAILURE RATE DATA

X"ONCSE X X; 4B = 58 " 5.065 X 10-6

= 3.121 x 10-6
XM4NSEN = /\378 388

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH "AB!" LIGHT ON:

1D2 + * 10S
kIMON 1 0 = 1.0 XU 6

fOTHERWISE:

X* +X*
\IMON - IDI Is =1.367 X 10

XXMTRCSE : 38 = 0.427 X 10-6

s G - 1,3M X 10"6

X1o0 = 0.070 X 10-6

2 0 = 0.932 X 106

/\'I = 1.231 X 10
6

•kXNTR CSEsDM = 3.96 X 10-6

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINT s SEN- (5.065 X 10-6 .168)2 + (3.121 X 10"6 * 168) + (1.140 X 10-6 158)
= 7.24 X 107 +2.75 X 107 + 92 X 10-4 = 1.93 X I0-

PXMTRcSEsDm = 3.-0 X 10
6 , 168 = 6.65 X 10"

PCF = 1.93 - 0.225
5.67 + 1,q3

PCSE m 0.225 *(1.93 X 104) (6.6 X 104 - 2.899 X 10
SDN

D0-6

4

4-' __ . _ - o , . -'r ., ' . . . ." - '- . .. ..- .
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2. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY COURSE POSITION SDM SIGNAL,
I.E., INCORRECT PERCENTAGE MODULATION. (CONTI!U1ED)

FAILURE RATE DATA (CONTINUED)

IF LANDINGS ARE ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINTsoN/SEN = (5.065 X 10"-6 ° 168) + (3.121 X 10-6 , 168) + (1.367 X 10-6, 158)

= 8.51 X 10 4 + 5,24 X 104 + 1.92 X 10 4 = 1.57 X 10 3

PXITRC = 6.65 X 10-4

PCF - 15.7 = 02

6.65 + 15.7

PCSEDM = 0.702 - (1.57 X 10"3)(6.65 X 10" ) = 7.W51- X 10

D-7
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3. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT
TO COURSE RF POWER.

CALCULATION

PCSE = F'CF X PINTcSE PNFRF X PXNTRcsE
RE CSRF R F SR

*HERE
P PINTCSR PNFR

CF E PCF is a conditional factor,
expressing the fact that all

PXMTR (PINTCSE - PNF RF monitoring must be lost
CSERF CRF before radiation of a faulty

RF signal in order for such
a signal to be undetected.

PINT = (XMON * MDI)MM + X IMON *MI PINT is the probability of
CSE RF CSE CSE RF failure in the course

RF integral monitoring
circuitry.

= (,MONNF+ >; +x;) MI iNF is the probability that thenear field monitoring cir-
cuitry will fail to generate
an *abnormal" indication when
a faulty RF signal is radiated.

PX4T XXT MXMTR is the probability that
XMTRCSE XRCSERF CSERF a signal that is faulty

SRF RFwith respect to RF power

will be radiated while
no other parameters are
affected.

MI = Preventive maintenance interval to check for hidden failures.
(one week - 168 hours - is assumed.)

=2 - If landings are not allowed with a monitor mismatch
=1 condition present (ABN light in tower).

(1 Otherwise.

t 4 m



TABLE D-1. GLIDESLOPE FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES
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3. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT
TO COURSE RF POWER. (CONTINUED)

FAILURE RATE DATA

XMONCSE " X348 - X358 - 5.05 X 10"

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLowED WITH "AB' LIGHT ON:

NXMON = 1.0 X 10-6

OTHEimISE:

-~~XIMON = 1367 X 10- 6

XNONNF = 438 = > 44B " 3.82X10-
6

= -6
lx = o.26 X lo

-; 2.0436 -6

XXMTRCS 1\2  - 6.734X 3D-6
CSERF 5 - 0.686 X V 6

X38 0,427 X V 6

3G _ 1,32 X 10-6

No1 1  - 0.4 X 10- 6
;~~ lZz 12-I X 10-6

XX1RTRCSE - 10.1 X 10- 6

CSRF

IF LAINGS ARE NOT ALLOED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINT CSER (5.065 X 10'6 .168 ( 2 + 1.140 X 10-6 '168 HR
CSERF- 7.24X10" +1.915X10"4 X 1 ' X1"

PNFRF a (3.822 X 10 6+ 0.2E2 X 10- 6 + 2.043 X 10- 6 158 R. - 10.29 X 1T4

D-9
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3. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT

TO COURSE RF POWER. (CONTINUED)

PXMTR 10.85 X 10 168HR = I8.23 X 10-4

CSE RF

PCF G.T(. X 104"4 )•(10.29 X 10- 4) 1.08 X 10"4

~18.23 X 10"4 + (1.2 X 10-4) - (10.29 X lF" )

4 4 4 4PCSE RF  (1.08 X 10"  (1.92 X 10'4) - (10.29 X 10-) (18.23 X 10)

PCSE 3.917 X 10"14

IF LANDINGS ARE ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMTCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINTCSERF = (5.065 X 10- 6 , 168 HR) + (1.367 X 10-6 -168 HR)

- 8.51 10-4 + 230 v 10- 4 = 10.81 X 10-4

PNF = 1 (Since a monitor mismtch from a near field alarm will
RF be ignored in this case.)

PX4TRCSER F = 18.23 X 10 4

P 10.81 0.372
CF 18.23 + 10.81

SCSE RF 0.372 "(10.81 X 10-) (18.23 X 10-4)

PCSERF - 7.331 X 10
7

D-10
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TABLE D-1. GLIDESLOPE FAULTY SIGNAL RADIATION PROBABILITIES
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4. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT

TO SENSITIVITY DDM.

CALCULATI ON

PSENDDM  = PCF X PINTSEN X PXMTRsE N

WHERE

PCF = PINTSEN DCF is a conditional factor, as

PXMTRsEN + PINTsEN  previously described.

PINT = (XMON -MI + XIMON *MI PINT is the probability of fai-
SEN SEN SEN lure of course width sensi-

tivity DDM Integral
monitoring circuitry
(hidden failure).

PXMTR = XXMTR * MI PXMTR is the probability that
SEN SEN SEN an actual faulty course

width signal will be ra-
diated while no other
parameters are affected.

S= Maintenance Interval (168 hours assumed)

2 - If landings are not allowed with a monitor mismtch

condition present (ABN light in tower).

1- Otherwise.

FAILURE RATE DATAI6
/\MONSEN 379 l X3L8 = 3121X1r "6

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH "tAf LIGHT ON:

XIMON 1 Ll0 X 10
6

ON -1367 X 106

D-1I
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4. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A SIGNAL THAT IS FAULTY WITH RESPECT TO

SENSITIVITY DDM. (CONTINUED)

FAILURE RATE DATA (CONTINUED)

FOR THE 1W FREQUENCY GLIDESLOPE,

IXI4TR SEN = X;*Gl1 X;OD - X;IiA (BASE CASE)

= 0.5234 X 10 
6 + 0.0101 x 10 6  0. 5 X 10- 6

FOR THE ONE FREQUENCY, NULL REFERENCE GLIDESLOPE,

ll\XMTR SEN - 41 ' XIOD ' l

-6 -6 6 -6
= 0.5234 X 10 + 0.2851 X 10" + 0.0101 X 10 0.8186 X 10.

FOR THE ONE FREQUENCY, SIDE BAND REFERENCE GLIDESLOPE,

SEN = >\;1 + "1*oD + Xi1A

= 0.5234 X 10 6 + 0.2750 X 10.6 + 0.0101 X 10 .6 0.5 X 106

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT AILWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINTSEN = 1.92 X 10 4

= 6 4( CS)
P) XTRs =. 8 X 10 168 HR = 1.36 X 10' (BASE CAM)

SEN
p = 1.92 = 0.586

M1.36+ 1.92

P = 0.586 " (1.92 X 10- ) (1.36X 10- 4) =1.525 X 10.8
SEN T)D

IF LANDINGS ARE ALLO4ED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

INTSEN = (3.121 X 10- 6 . 168) + 1.92 X 10" , 7.54 X 104

P )m sEN = 1.36 X 104

= 7.54 = 0.347PcF 1.36+ 7.54

PSEND 0.847 " (7.54 X 10 "I ) 4 (1.36X 104) " 8.676 X 10-8

(

(
I( ........ ~~~ ~...: ' ,r .
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5. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY CLEARANCE SIGNAL

(13DM, SDM, OR RF),

CALCULATI ON

PCL =PCF XPINT CLXPRMRC

WHERE

PCF = INTC Pc is a conditional factor, as
~xMT + ITCLpreviously discussed.

PINT = 'X'MNN * KI) + A1IION *MI PINT is the probability of a
CL CL CL hidden failure of any of

the clearance monitoring
circuitry.

PX4T \XT PXMTR is the probability that

XTCL CLNT CL the radiation of the
clearance signal will be
faulty with respect to
DON, SON, or RF parameters.

MI M aintenance interval (168 hours assumed).

* (2 - If landings are not allowed with a monitor mismatch

11-condition present (MBN light in tower).

FAILURE RATE DATA

\MXONCL I40B X419 5.077 X 10'6

IF LANDINGS ARE NDT MIMOED WM *W LIGHT ON:

Or~mwisE:

114lON 1.6 X1

D-13
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,! 5. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY CLEARANCE SIGNAL
(DDI, SDM OR RF). (CONTINUED)

FAILURE RATE DATA (CONTINUED)

XXNTRCL X4A 1.914 X 10-6

X4B = 6.734 X10-6

XV, = 1.175 X106

XIOE1 - 0.-66 X 106

X1, 1.231 X 10-6

XMTRCL 0 U.52 X 10-6

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

-4
PINTCL  = 1.92 X 10"

PXNTR = 11.52 X 10 . *168 HR = 19.35 X 104

PCF = .1-92 = 9.03 X 10"2

19.35 + 1.92

PCL = (9.03 X 10" 2 (1.92 X 10 " ) (19.35 X 10 4 ) = 3.363 X 10

IF LANDINGS ARE ALLO141D WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH CONDITION PRESENT:

PINTCL  = (5.077 X 10 6 168) + 1.92 X10 10. 1 X 10-4

PXTRL a 19.35 X 104

PCF = 10.45 - 0,35
19.35 + 10.15

PCL = (0.35) (1.45 X 104) (19, X 0 4) - 7.n X 107

40-14
• w,.opw""T.
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6. PROBABILITY OF THE RADIATION OF A FAULTY SIGNAL, DUE TO ANTEI4N TOWER

MISALIGNMENT.

CALCULATION

PATM PCF X PDXPT + P [EL

WHERE

pC -* PC is a conditional factor. as
PT1 p .PM previously described.

p - *fij P is the probability of the loss
PMD -XMD PU MD of tower misalignment detection

and not producing an alarm (no
NabnormalO light in tower).

PT is unpredictable, being a function PT is the probability that the glide-
Tof external and uncontrollable forces. slope antenna tower will become

misaligned within the preventive
maintenance interval.

P P 15SCP is the probability that the
TMDELAY TM i1I TMDELAY glideslope antenna tower

will become misaligned within
the 135 second delay of the
misalignment detector alar.

fUJ u Maintenance interval (168 hours assumed)

z 2.354 X ff 6 + 03M Xl106 - 32RX 0-6

IF LANIINGs ARE NOT ALLowE5) WITH *An LIGHT ON:

P. P - 3.262 X 10O -168 HR-5,480 X 10-'

PM - 0 (Base case assumption)

P , n Th 131) 168-O 2.23 X10- 0o

PATh 5.480 X10 0 -0

PM 1 ("Abnormal" indication from misalignment detection Is ignored.)

P7M -P "Mzu 0 (Base case assumption)

PATh - 0
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1. SINGLE FAILURES IN THE GLIDESLOPE EQUIPMENT THAT CAUSE IMMEDIATE

GLIDESLOPE SHUTDOWtl,

CALCULAT ION

Ps L'.dxSINGLE FAILURES X Tc

-6\kSIRGLE FAILURES:A' = 1.829 X 10"

= 2.982 X 10
- 1.039 X 10",N

N = 0.88 X IO

)IOE = 1.951 X 10- 6

X, I = 1.231 X 10-6

12  = 0.778 X 106

X18 = 0.098 X10
6

XI7A = 0.1X10- 
6

X28 = 1.1,sX10
6

,x,, -- 1.11.s X 10"6

N2  = 1.115X10
6

X 25 = .115 X 1M 6

_~N 15.34i8 X 10-6

Tc - CRITICAL LANDING TIME INTERVAL

FOR A CRITICAL INTERVAL OF 15 SECONDS:

P, = 15,W. X i0"'. 15 SEC
-(15.343 X 10"6) • 15/3600

Ps = 6.395 X 10"8

0-16
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2. FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTING UNIT AND A FAILURE IN THE STANDBY
TRANSMITTING UNIT. BOTH FAILURES OCCUR WITHIN THE CRITICAL PHASE
OF THE LANDING (15 SECONDS FOR GLIDESLOPE), AND IT IS Il MATERIAL

WHICH FAILURE OCCURS FIRST.

CALCULATI ON

SPAB - PAT X P8

WHERE

PA+T is the probability of loss of the main transmitting unit or

spontaneous transfer due to single failures in the control unit.

PS is the probability of loss of the standby transmitting unit.

P A. [XA.+ XiA) rC] -(X, .rco

VlA," 3.18 X Mo"

XA: X2 - 6.734XV 6 -O 6.74X 0'
X4A = 1 .914 X V06  XSA -1,914 X f0"6

X46 - 6.134 X 10- - 6.734 X 1C
- o.6% x ]V N - o.686 x 106

XA - 2.63 X 106  X7A - 2.613 X V 6

- 0.97X 6 X V 0.XQ7 X 1o-
X3C - 1.163 X W0' X, - 1.4S3 X V'
X3p "],.& XI-6  X7,F -]2.832X n"6X, , - 1.32 X 1C' , F 1.9 X Vo"

-,. 1.3m x Vo, , 1.32 x 10",
" 1.175 X 1TU 1.1 X 10"'

-W * .1 x 10 Xi0B - O.i4xiom
X100 - 0.070 X x 1 6

Xg - 6.0 X 10-0

PAS - (39.25 X 106 • 15 sEC) (36.1 X 1T 6 15 sEc)

Pr - 2.453 X 10-4

( D -17
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3. A HIDDEN FAILURE IN THE EQUIPMENT WHICH ESSENTIALLY INHIBITS THE
TRANSFER CAPABILITY OF THE TRANSMITTING UNITS AND THEN A FAILURE

IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTING UNIT,

CALCULATION

PAC = c X (PAX PC)
'\A ' XC

WHERE

P A is the probability of the loss of the main transmitting unit.
PC is the probability of the Ions of the transfer to standby capability.

_ C Is the conditional probability that the hidden failure
modes (/\C) will occur prior to a main transmittingXA +  C unit failure that initiates a transfer (XA),

PA = XA .TC = (36.07 X 10- 6 ) .15 SEC = 1.50 X 10 7

PC= Xc "  = c *168 HR

xC = X 03+ XIT X30A

. ' o 3  1.73 X 19" 6

XIT - 545 X 10o
6

6
" X12lA  - 0.22 X 10"6

- 2.i9 X 10- 6

Pc = (2,495 X 106) 168 = 4.19 X 10. 4

PAC: - 2, (4.192 X ]10"4 ) -(1.50 X 10"7) = 4.075 X i10"1'

2.495 + 31,07

D

D- 18
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4. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF A FAULTY COURSE DDM, SDM
OR RF PARAMETER FROM THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED BY ANY FAILURE
IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN INITIATE A TRANSFER..

CALCULATION

5SITBCSE + BCS + /P CSEXPAT
("A lAl BCSE

WHERE

is the probability of a failure that will result in the generation of

CSE a faulty course DOM, SDN or RF parameter from the standby transmitter.

PA+T is the probability of loss of the main transmitting unit or spontaneous

transfer due to single failures in the control unit (previously identified).

XBCSE ) is the conditional probability that the
+ standby transmitter failure modes ( CSE ) will

CSE occur prior to a transmitter or con-
tr I unit falure that initiates a transfer

++

X, 6cN x -1
-, 0.686X 10"6

x 1B O,.Q47 X 10"6

7F 12.82 X 10-6

X7G 1.302 X 10
6

XBCSE 21.98 X M-
6

+X A - 6307X10 6 +318X1 0.  - 39,25 X10.6

PCSE l BCSE 15 HR - 36.93 X 104

PA+T - (XA + IA1 ) * 15 SEC . g.164, X 10-6

PSThYcsE - 9 -(36.93 X 1C")( 0.164 X 13-) 2.167 X 1V0
39.25 + 21.98

S

- .irll ..... . ... !
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5. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF A FAULTY COURSE
WIDTH (DDIM) PARAMETER FROM THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED
BY ANY FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN

INITIATE A TRANSFER.

CALCULATION

TYSEN X P5  X PA+T

PSTBYsEN " + SEN X !

'\ A I Al SEN

WHERE

PB is the probability of a failure that will result in the generation
SEN of a faulty course width (DON) parameter from the standby transmitter.

PA+T - previously identified

%SEN is a conditional probability factor,
as previously discussed.

XASEN

- 0,47 X 10 . 6 + 12. X16 . 10 . 6  14.% X 10 . 6

: P~~~sEN E 168 HR - 24.46 X 10.4

PSEN E

PA+T ( + 4 AI) 15SEC = 0.164X10- 6

PSTBYsE = 14.56 .(24.,6 X 10-4) •(0.164 X 10- 6) = 1.082 X 10-10
39.25 + 14.56

0-20
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6. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF A FAULTY CLEARAN4CE DDM,
SDM OR RF PARAMETER FROM THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED BY ANY
FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN INITIATE A TRANSFER,

CALCULATION

CLB t\ (A IAI + \DCL CL 4~

WiHERE

P8 is the probability of a failure that will result in the generation
CL of a faulty clearance D0OM, SDN or RF parameter from the standby transmitter.

PA+T - previously identified

8 C is a conditional probability factor, as

%%+XAl + /\ C previously discussed.

8L 8A - 1-914 X IT'
X. X 6

- 6.734 X 10

~CL -9.2XV

P8 C K SC 0 6 HR 16 0 X1 - 01 4X1 -
PAT (A + lA1 - 15SEC - .54~

D- 21
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7. A FAILURE THAT WILL RESULT IN THE GENERATION OF ANY FAULTY
PARAMETER OF THE STANDBY TRANSMITTING UNIT, FOLLOWED BY ANY

FAILURE IN THE MAIN TRANSMITTER OR CONTROL UNIT WHICH CAN

INITIATE A TRANSFER.

CALCULATION

PSTBY = B X ( XBlW) X PA+T

WHERE

PA+T " previously identified

18 Is a conditional probability factor,
,A + A1 + )M as previously discussed.

= 36.01 X 10"'

+ A X =AI 39.25 X 106

\ 168 HR = 62.58 X 10-4

PO+T 
= (kA 

+ 
NA) -15 SEC - 0.164 X 10 6

ISTBY= 36.01 .(62.58 X 10"4) (0.164 X 10"6) " 4.983 X 10" 0

39.25 + 36.01

0-22
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8. CONVERTER FAILURES LEADING TO A SHUTDOWN.

CALCULAT ION

PCONV =(\15 X 720H) X (X16 XIS5 sEc)

WHERE

PCONV is the probability of both main converters failing.

X15 = >\6 = 6.%8X0

Pcomv = 1.306 X 10O 1

1A monthly preventive maintenance cycle is assumed for power supply systems.

9. POTH COURSE MONITORS FAILING, PRODUCINGE AN ALARM4.

CALCULATION

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH
CONDITION PRESENT:

9CS E = ( XCSE * TC) 2  (E1

OTHERWISE:

PCSE =(XCSE *168)(X CSE Tc) (CMS 2)

x CSE XCSE1 XCSE2

XCS~ X3 A -12.918 X V

PCSE _ (12.918 X 10-6 - 1 ISEC?= 2.897 X 10-1'1

PCSE - (12-918 X 10-' . 168 HR) (12,918 X 10-' *15 SEC) 1.168 X 10'0 (CUSE 2)

D-23
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10. BOTH SENSITIVITY MONITORS FAILING, PRODUCING AN ALARM-

CALCULAT ION

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH

CONDITION PRESENT:

PSEN = ()SEN Tc)2  (CASE )

OTHERWI SE:

PSEN = (XSEN 168 HR)(XSEN ,Tc) (CASE 2)

\SEN SEMI = SEN2

.37A 9596 X 10
6

PSEN : (9.t) X 10-6 15 SEC) 2 = 1.58 X i0"15  (CASE 1)
0',N = (I. Go X 1c26 "168 HR) (q 15 SEC) = 6.445 X 10"  (C 2)

.3. (TH CLEARANCE MONITORS FAILING, PRODUCING AN ALARM.

7-ALCULATION

lF LANDINGS ARE ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATC-

CONDITION PRESENT:

PCL = (%CL C)2 (CASE )

THERW ISE:
PCL (CL 168 HrC (CSE 2

CL -I l\CL T)CAE2

N CLI X CL2

CLI = 40A = 13.273X i06

1- (3_27X 15 SEC)2 = 3,058 X 015  (CASE 1)

PuL = (13.27 X 10-6 - 168 HR) (13.27 • 15 SEc) - 1.233 X 110  (CASE 2)

D-,4
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12. BOTH NEAR FIELD MONITORS/PEAK DETECTORS FAILING, PRODUCING AN ALARM.

CALCULATION

IF LANDINGS ARE NOT ALLOWED WITH A MONITOR MISMATCH

CONDITION PRESENT:

PNF (\4F ' T) (CASE 1)

OTHERWISE:

PNF (XNF J SHR)(XNF Tc)  (CASE 2)

xNF 0 XNF F1

NFl 43A = 11.099 X ]D"-

\,S = 1.115X V-

XNFI = 12.26 X10-
6

PNF = (12.26 X 10-6  15 sEc)2 - 2.609 X 10" s  (CASE 1)

PNF (12.26 X10-6  168HP)(12.26X -104  .5sEc)1.62X10"  (CAS 2)

D-25




